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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Friday

Buehrer makes false
accusations on Latta

October 19 2007
Volume 102. Issue 43
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Facebook lets you
make your move
A new application on the
popular social-networking

Elections Commission rules in favor of Latta

site lets people know if
someone is interested in

By Tim Sampson

dating them | Page 3

City Editor
lite Ohio Elections (jommission
ruled yesterday thai infoniiation
put forth by a political action committee and distributed by a local
congressional campaign was false.
But the commission did not find
reason to issue any fines against
the Club for Growth or the congressional campaign of Stale Sen.
Steve Buehrer. R-Delta, for issuing
false statements against Slate Hep.
Bob Latta, R-Bowling Green.
[ana, who is currently ninning
against Buehrer in the Republican
primary for the 5th district congressional special election, filed
a complaint with the Elections
Commission on Oct. 1.
latta said printed campaign
materials from Club for Growth

Woman finds snake
in her bathroom
A 7-foot-long python was
spotted In a toilet in a horn
in Brooklyn. New York. It is
unclear how the pet snake
got caught in the home's
pipes | Page 12

Fall is all about the
brown, orange and
pink
Find out why pink is
showing up on campuses

BOB LATTA

Steve Buehrer
State Senator
running against
Latta in the
Republican primary

endorsing Buehrer distorted his
record on a IJH8 lax increase.
The endorsement said latta
voted for a SI billion tax increase
while serving in the Ohio Senate,
but did no) mention how Latta
only voted to put the proposed
increase on a statewide voter
referendum.
The commission determined
the information created by club
for Growth and distributed by the
Buehrer campaign regarding the
tax Increase was false, said Phil
Richler, executive director of the

State
Representative
rom Bowling
Green

(Ihio Election Commission.
Bill liichter said the commission dedded there was no need lo
Impose any penalties on dub for
Growth or the Buehrer campaign.
"The niling itself is punishment
enough,' Richtcr said.
Matt Parker, a spokesman for
Latta's campaign, applauded
the ruling and criticized Club
for Growth, which is based
in Washington, D.C., for its
See ACCUSE I Page:

across the nation, in the
form of awareness

Bush's veto

bracelets | Page 6

Don't keep your
laptop locked up
in a car
Glass won't stop a thief
from getting their grimy
hands on your shiny new
Dell. Toshiba or Mac
IPfcf.4

Buck up, champ.
Your life is not
that bad
College students
develop the habit of
diagnosing themselves
with clinical depression

|Pag«4

never
walk alone
...especially after the recent e-mails about
assaults on campus.
But is the increased hype really true?
Turns out the stats haven't increased
greatly - just the e-mails.

New coach
By Ryan Sullivan

Louis Orr takes over
the women's basketball

University 2006 crime stats:

strategies with him

| Pag* 9
Falcons fight for
success
Critical errors were made

lii response lo the recent
attacks on campus, University
officials are working to make
the campus inure secure lor
everyone.
As most students know,

ASSAULT

INCINNATI

during the Miami game
but they hope to bounce
back when they play Kent
State tomorrow

What's your most
memorable Jack-OLantern moment?

KIERAGILDE
Junior
Creative Writing

|

"One time, I tried to
carve [one] and it didn't
work out. so I hacked it
up."|P.9.4

TODAY
Cloudy/Windy
High: 67, Low: 50

r,
r.

TOLEDO
few months and this has led
some students to question
their safety on campus.
I his is unnecessary, according to the campus chid nl
Itolice lames VVeigand.
"I I his year over past
years] there are no changes
in the number of incidents."
Weigand said. "What is a
change this year is the level
til violence."
There have been more
severe injuries this year than
in years past, several of the
victims needed lo go to the
Wood
County
Hospital,
Weigand said
"I can't give a specific a'ason
why ii occurs." Weigand said
"Sometimes it's the chemistn
give a complete reason why."
Weigand said the sexual
assault caseisstill nuclei investigation In ihecity polite, bin
ihere are also inn invcsligalions uiulciuav by campus
police, including the incithis month.
kim Mcliroom, Associate
\ it c President ol Marketing
and Communications lor the
University, helps spread ihe
word after tin attack.
"I \liei an atl.uk e mails
have been seni out and
papers disirihulcd lo the

'KENT STATE

SEXUAL OFFENSES
I W CINCINNATI
I \yBGSU

TOMORROW
Sunny/Windy
High: 68. Low: 49

k

By David Espo
The Associated Press
t»*irv}As_"

KENT STATE

BURGLARY

See TIP | Page 2

See HEALTH i Page 2

Bar tips ensure
better service
By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter
Next time students go to pay
for a drink, they should take
into account the price of speedy
service.
People pour into bars every
night of the week in Bowling
Green and are forced lo answer
the question of whether or not
il is worth it to drop a dollar in
their bartender's tip jar.
How much you choose to
leave might just effect how
fast or how high of quality
your drinks are for the rest of
the night.
Bartenders make most of
their money from tips because
their base pay is usually only
thai of a server in a restaurant—
so they really depend on the
generosity of the customer to
pay the bills.
"I can hit rent on a good
weekend." bartender Brandon
Stratton said. "If you make good
drinks and use some of your tip
money to give people drinks,
they lip belter and keep coming
back to you."
Stratton said the average tip
should be anywhere between

"People who are
drunk usually tip
better, especially if
you flirt with them
and put on a good
show."
Brandon Stratton | Bartender

Welcome home Bhutto bomb, 126 dead
By Matthaw Pannington
The Associated Press

100,
CINCINNATI

KENT STATE

\lcllronih said.
■

See STATS | P.ige 2

S1 to S3 depending on the quality, price and alcohol content of
the drink.
"People who are drunk usually tip better, especially if you
flirt with them and put on a
good show," Si ration said.
Ziggy Zoomba's owner.
Bob Everhart, said bartenders should serve belter tippers
more quickly and has seen
bartenders pick out customers
over a thirsty crowd because of
good tips.
But good tips usually aren't a
problem in a college town like
Bowling Green.
"College students are usually
more generous Uppers and less
demanding than most older

WASHINGTON
—
I he
Democratic-controlled House
failed on yesterday to override President Hush's veto ol a
politically popular children's
health bill, and the W bite I louse
instantly called for compromise
talks on a replacement.
"As long as the bottom line
is that 10 million children are
covered. That's non-negotiable.''
responded Speaker Nancy Pelosii
D-Calif. She pledged thai new
legislation would be ready within tWO weeks, and within hours.
key lawmakers met to considei
changes in the vetoed measure.
The maneuvering followed a
273-156 vole that left supporters 13 short of the two-thirds
majority needed to prevail in a
bruising veto struggle between
congressional Democrats and a
politically weakened Republican
president.
Il was Bush's third veto of the
year. I le has yet to be overridden,
although Democrats say they
will succeed in doing so on a
water projects bill that soon will
go lo the While I louse.
"We won this round." said
White House press secretary
Dana Perino, despite an aggressive advertising campaign on
Ihe insurance bill by Democratic
allies thai was aimed at GOP
lawmakers.
Democralscitcd public-opinion
polls thai showed overwhelming
support for a health care expansion and they predicted some
Republicans would pay a heavy-

TOLEDO

TV*
i
[

health care
remains

AGGRAVATED

team, bringing new

I

on child

KARACHI, Pakistan — A suicide
bombing in a crowd welcoming
former Prime Minister Benazir.
Bhutto killed at least 126 people Wednesday night, shattering her celebratory procession
through Pakistan's biggest city
after eight years in exile.
Two explosions went off near
a truck carrying Bhutto, but
police and officials of her party
said she was not injured and
was hurried to her house. An
Associated Press photo showed
a dazed-looking Bhutto being
helped away.
Officials at six hospitals in
Karachi reported 126 dead and
248 wounded. It was believed to
be Ihe deadliest bomb attack in

Pakistan's history.
Bhutto flew home to lead
her Pakistan People's Party in
lanuary parliamentary elections, drawing cheers from
supporters massed in a sea
of the parly's red, green and
black flags. The police chief
said 150.0(H) were in the streets,
while other onlookers estimated
twice thai.
The throngs reflected Bhutto's
enduring political clout, but she
has made enemies of Islamic
militants by taking a pro-U.S.
line and negotiating a possible
political alliance with Pakistan's
military ruler, President Gen,
Pervez Musharraf.
An estimated 20.000 securitySee BOMB | Page 2

AP PHOTO

DRAMATIC RETURN: IV screen shot
captures deadly bombs as they greeted
Pakistan's former Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto
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BOMB
From Page 1
officers had been deployed to
protect Mhuiiound her cavalcade
of motorized rickshaws, colorful
buses, cars and rnotorcyde&
Authorities had urged lihullo to
use a helicopter to reduce the risk
ot attack amid threats from extremists sympathetic to the Taliban and
al t.i.iuia. but she brushed off the
concerns.
I am not scared. I am thinking of mj mission, she had told
reporters on the plane from Dubai
"This is a movement for democracy because we an1 under threat
from extremists and militants."
last month, Bhutto told CNN
she realized she was a target.
Islamic militants, she said, "don't
believe in women governing
nations, so they will try to plot
against me, bill these are risks that
must be taken. I'm prepared to
lake them.''
Leaving the airport, Bhutto
refused to use a buuetprool glass
cubicle thai had been built atop
the truck taking her to the tomb
ot Pakistan's founding lather,
Mohammed All linnah, to give a
speech. She squeezed between
other party officials along a railing
al the front and rode high above

STATS
From I

This also helps to ensure offcampus students receive the
message so they know to be
more cautious.
I base e-mails are a part of a
new program the University has
launched to let students know
when an incident has occurred
and to be cautious.
"Crime alerl e-mails started
Ibis year,'' Weigand said. "It's a
much more effective way lo give
in it ices to students, staff and faculty and much faster.''
The system was in the discussion stage last year after the
Virginia Tech massacre and was
pul Into place earlier Ihis year.
Mike
I'reyaldenhoven,
Dodgers hall director, said some
hall directors have started programs in their dorms to make
sure students are aware of crime
on campus. They havealso made
sure (heir residents are educated
OH how 10 protect themselves.
I le said his approach is concentrated on a front line defense.
"Illall direclorsl all started
conversations with oilier build-

BGSU CRIME
2007 2006
7
6
Physical Assault
2
2
Sexual Assault
6
3
Burglary
Theft
49
-48
Source: www.bgsu.edu/offices/sdfety

2005 2004
6
2
5
51

4
3
4
50

ings and staff to create a sense
Safety Web page.
Students should also pay more
of community and to know
who lives in the building,"
attention lo their surroundings
I'reyaldenhoven said.
and call the police immediately
This is important because the
if they notice something suspiresidents should be able lo know
cious in Ihearea.
if somebody is in the building
Weigand recommends calling
who shouldn't be and if somethe 2-Ridc van or the campus
thing suspicious is going on,
escort service if they have any
doubts about their safety.
Ereyaldcnhoven said. Rodgers is
looking at starting a self-defense
According to University crime
program for the women of the
reports, physical and sexual
assaults, as well as theft, have all
dorm, he said.
stayed consistent with averages
There are several steps
for the last three years.
University students can take
to decrease their risk of being
University students and staff
should no! be worried about
assaulted.
Some simple things thai can
the perceived rise in crime.
he done include going places in . Weigand said there isn't more
groups after dark, always makcrime being committed but
ing sure doors and windows
instead an effort being made
are locked and knowing who to
by the University to gel the
call in the area in the case of an
word out to the people on camemergency, according to a crime
pus, lo the people who need it
alerl from the Office of Public
the most.

HEALTH
From Page 1
price at the polls for sticking
with Bush.
At a cost of $35 billion
over five years, the vetoed
measure would have added
nearly 4 million uninsured
children to the insurance
program. It provides coverage for those who are not
poor enough lo qualify for
Medicaid, but whose families cannot afford private
health care.
"You either stand with
our children or you stand
against them." said Rep. lim
Clyburn of South Carolina, a
member of the Democratic
leadership. "There is no in
between."
Critics said thai the bill
was a step toward socialized
medicine, that too many
adults benefited and thai
despite an explicit prohibition, it would allow the children of illegal immigrants to
gain coverage.
Democrats do "not wanl a
low income children's plan,"
said Rep. Dave Camp, RMich.

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
8:01 AM
Overnight someone stole a cement
goose wearing an Cleveland Indians
jersey from the yard of a home on
Klotz Road.
10:16 A.M.
Sometime overnight, the driver's
side window of a car parked on
Fairview Avenue was broken out
and a Sirius satellite radio was taken.
The total estimated cost of loss and
damage is 1500.
5:46 P.M.
A bicyclist was struck by a vehicle at
the intersection of Thurstin Avenue
and Court Street
11:57 P.M.
A vehicle drove off from a gas station on East Wooster Street without
paying for 150 52 worth of fuel.

THURSDAY
1:17 A.M.
Brandon A. Roehrig. 19. of Defiance.
Ohio, was cited for underage drinking
in a parking lot on North Main Street.

k

ONLINE: Read Gotobqnewscomfoi
the complete blotter list

the street

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966
The headline to an Associated Press
story in yesterday's The BG News
mistakenly said Benazir Bhutto was
the current prime minister of
tan Bhutto is a former prime
minister
A story m the Halloween Haunt
special section yesterday contained
several inaccuracies regarding the
Haunted Hydro, a haunted house in
Fremont. Ohio
This ts the Hydros 18th year of operations. It is open Fridays. Saturdays
and Sundays through Oct. 28. It is
not open Thursdays.
Hours of operation are: 7:30-1150
p.m. Fridays and Saturdays, and
7:30-10 30 p.m. Sundays and
Halloween.
Tickets are $10 for a single
attraction. $15 for both attractions.

ACCUSE
From Page I
involvement in the 5th district
race.
"Club for Cirowlh is desperate
to make northwest Ohio into their
political playground,'' Parker said.
Bui a spokesman for Buehrer's
cani|iaign, lim Banks, dismissed
the ruling as trivial, saying Lalta's
complaints area meant lo distract
Miters.
This isn't even an issue we're
concerned about," Banks said.
"Ihis is just a desperate attempt
by the I.ma campaign to avoid
talking about the issues and his
record*
Banks said the Buehrer campaign is currently looking into
filing its own complaint with
the Ohio Election Commission
against I atlas campaign.
Banks did not mention a specific allegation that a complaint
might be filed against, but referenced ,i mailer and several television ads from latla that he said
weie "blatantly false."

Shortly before yesterday's ruling Club for (irowth announced
they spent $100,000 on a new
television ad denouncing lana's
record on taxes.
Amonga number of lax increases referenced, the ad specifically
mentions a 2003 Ohio I louse vote
to increase the stale gas lax from
22 to 28 cents a gallon. But the ad
fails to mention Buehrer sponsored the six cent increase.
Nachama
Soloveichik,
a
spokesperson for Club for
(irowth, said the allegation is
made in response lo an ad from
I ana that said Buehrer approved
the gas lax increase but failed lo
mention lana's own support.
"They didn't have a problem putting that in iheir ad,"
Soloveichik said. "Wfe're telling the
other side of the story."
Latta also came under fire yesterday for other campaign advertisements.
Project Vole Smart, a national
voter advocacy group, accused
Lana of using infomuttion from
its database in a negative attack
against Buehrer.

The organization gathers information on political candidates
through surveys and compiles
them into a database, said Mike
Wessler, a spokesman for the

TIP

Project

customers when ihey aren't
even good tippers," Everhart
said.
Slrallon also believes college
students tip well, and based
off his experience, said people
within the ages of 21 lo 35 generally tip between $2 to $5 per
drink, especially if it's not the
first time they have enjoyed a
drink or a conversation with
the bartender.
But sometimes slow service is
not the bartender's fault, and a
crowded bar provides customers with a good opportunity to
practice patients.
Besides tipping, Everhart said
there are some general rules of
etiquette bar hoppers should
abide by.
"Expect to be carded,"
Everhart said. "People who turn
21 two weeks ago and act like
it is some big offense to them
every lime anybody asks lo see

Wessler said his organization
does not allow any of their information to be used in negative
1 ii 'In i. al ads. But in a direct mail
ad. I alt,i used information from a
2002 Project Vbtt Smart survey lo
say Buehrer was against prayer in
public schools.
According to a statement issued
from Project Vote Smart, "This
kind of negative campaign activity is precisely the sort of lactic
dial the Project attempts to counter with its factual database."
But Rirker said Dana's campaign is justified in using the
information.
"It
doesn't
matter what
I Project Vote Smart] approves of
or not," Parker said. "It's public
information."
latta and Buehrer are currently
competing lo replace th late U.S.
Hep. Paul (iillmor, R-Tiffin, who
died in September.

From Page 1

some ID."
Self control will also determine service.
Everhart said not to expect
service if you are intoxicated
because il is against the law to
serve somebody who is clearly
inebriated.
Bui gelling smashed is what
lonathon Neu, junior, believes
bar-hopping is all about.
"I try not to get too blacked
out that I can't walk home on
mj Own" Neu said.
And for students who have
similar drinking agendas to
Neu's, Ihey must remember to
always remain courteous and
responsible.
Everhart, who resembles the
Statue of Zeus he keeps behind
his bar. said he is a firm believer
in standing behind his staff if
a belligerent customer tries to
start anything.

Advertise in
I Ii B' il I
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GET A LIFE

University newbies get the chance to shine

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Son* events taken from evtntsbgsuedu

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim student association
prayer room

12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Linguistics brown bag lecture series

204OISCMIP

209 Education Building

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
The chronology of human
relationships

1 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.
Group resume critiques
116 Conklin North

1 JO Union

9a.m -9pm.
Nerf bullseye contest

5 - 7 p.m.
Transcendence meeting
107 Hanna Hall

Outdoor space Union Mall

0:30 am. -4 pm.
Sweetest day basket raffle

1 -10 p.m
PUSH America empathy
dinner

Tablaj»*c. 118-8 Union

308 Union

" a.m. -I p.m.
BGSU relay for life team

8:00 p.m.
Newcomers showcase

Table spice 118-4 Union

Joe E. Brown Theatre

"am -1 p.m.
Warm-up BG scarf sale Table

9:30 p.m.-11p.m.
UAO presents
"Transformers"

Spate 118-5 Union

BRIEFS

Poke are not releasing the names
ol the students, one of whom is being
charged with burglary and theft, the other

By Tannen Gliatu
Reporter
First year and transfer students
are getting the chance to be in
the spotlight this weekend at the
annual Newcomers Showcase.
The showcase features over
30 music and theater students
new to the University who will
be performing musical numbers
arid one-act pieces that focus on
communication.
Sara Turner, manager of theater business operations, said
the event is an opportunity for
new students to showcase their
talent without having to compete with upperclassmen and
feel intimidated.

By Katie McLaughlin
U-WIRE

CAMPUS

Two students ate being charged in
connection with the theft of two laptop
computers and smaller personal items

The annual Newcomers Showcase spotlights music and theater students as they perform short plays and songs
Having the program early in
the year also proves to be an
advantage for students, said faculty advisor Sara Chambers.
"We hope students connect
and gain friendships by working on the program that they
will carry with them throughout
their BGSU careersand beyond,"
Chambers said. "It's also a good
way to become part of the theater program right off the bat
and a way to learn more about
pursuing a theater major."
Richard Kennell, dean of the
College of Musical Arts, said the
performances can be enlightening for audiences as well.
"It'sahoot.theaudiencegetsto
look into thefutureand see these

with receiving stolen property and intimidation of a victim of a crime.
Poke have recovered one of the missing laptops and are working to secure the
other Scott Sauer. campus police detective, said he doesn't believe the two thefts
are connected to the other five laptop
thefts mentioned in the cnrtie alert email.
That investigation is still ongoing.

BLACKSBURG, Va. — A new
Facebook application recently
developed allows users to potentially meet people online who
they are interested in dating.
The new application has the
unique feature of anonymously
clicking on someone's profile,
letting them know you are interested in them, without having
the person know unless they
click on your profile as well.

The application was developed
by lamFreeTonighl.com, and is
currently the most-used dating
application on Facebook.
Cliff
Lerner,
CEO
of
IamFreeTonight.com, said the
application is simple and easy
to use.
"All you do is type in your
information such as your country and stale, and basically we'll
just show you pictures of people
and where they are located,"
Lerner said. "You can jusl click
whether you like them or you

Technology targets car chases
MUSIC CLASS LEARNS BY DOING

JORDAN HOWER

'«• jCNEVW

MUSICIANS' WORKSHOP: Tom (DJ Whisper Friend) Wade works on his turntables
in a non-formal class The class is taught by Dr. Thanalos and is sponsored by WBGU
There wiU be a formal workshop this summer

SWEETEST

DAY

performers just a few months
into their careers," Kennell said.
"The Newcomers Showcase is
one of my favorite events of the
fall, it's very inspiring."
The numbers the students
will be performing were written by women with the common
theme of communication and
relationships.
"Some of the acts deal with
serious issues and others are
ridiculous and lighlhcarted, but
each act is about making connections with each otherand trying to figure out relationships,"
Chambers said. "Audiences can
come, have a few laughs and
enjoy beautiful songs."
Turner said audience recep-

tion has been positive for the
Newcomer Showcase in the
past.
"This is a different type of
show with the music, acting and
theme. It helps to break up the
action and create a fun and different experience for the audience," she said.
The music and theater departments collaborate on the project
together each year hoping to gel
as many students involved as
possible. Chambers said
The showcase is tomorrow
and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the loe E.
Brown Theatre. Tickets can be
purchased for $12 at the BGSU
Theatre Box Office located in
University Hall.

New Facebook application helps people find dates

Union Theater

Two charged in recent
laptop theft

Friday. October 19.2007 3

SATURDAY

"On the Web siteftou can put
don't and you can do that anonymously or you can tell Ihe per- more information on yi HI r profi le
son. If you click it anonymously, than you can on the Facebook
then they will nol know unless application," Lerner said. "It's
better advanced searching and
they click you loo."
The application has been out you can search down within
for two months, has more than your zip code, college, ethnicity.
two million people signed up religion, interest and all of that."
In addition to the Web site
and has over 200,000 people logging in every day lo actively use it. enabling users to have more
The application stemmed from information on each other, the
the popularity of the full-fledged Web site also has two features
daling Web sile. The Web site is that no other dating Web sile
much more in-depth versus the
Si- FACEBOOK feme"
Facebook appl ical ion.

TEXAS HOLD 'EM^
W TOURNAMENT
Y

By Matt Sbrogna
U-WIRE
CHESTNUT
HILL,
Mass.
— Regardless of harsh punishments and terribly low success
rates, people still run from the
police. Patrol-car chases may be
a staple of today's action movies and make for good reality
shows on Court TV, but all too
often, they damage property
and police cars, and injure innocent bystanders. There are more
than 30,000 police chases every
year, resulting in more than 300
deaths and 7,500 injuries.
General Motors announced
recently that nearly 2 million of its 2009 models will be
equipped with a new version
of OnStar thai will allow police
depanmentslo disable vehicles'
engines. OnStar already had
GPS capabilities, so police have
been able lo locale not only stolen vehicles, but also vehicles
thai have gotten away during
a chase.
With this new model of
OnStar, police will determine
if a car is equipped with OnStar

OCT.

20

...fetch flowers today
for your sweetheart

once they begin chasing the car.
If the vehicle is so equipped, the
police will request that OnStar
disable the vehicle.
OnStarwill then send an electronic signal to the car, much
like the one it would send to
unlock car doors, except this
signal interfaces with the car's
drive train. An OnStar representative's voice will then come
through the car's stereo speakers notifying the driver that the
vehicle is being stopped at the
request of law enforcement officers and to pull over to the side
of the road and surrender. The
engine will keep running, the
power steering and brakes will
still work, but the car will be
unable to accelerate, resulting
in it being forced to coast to a
safe stop.
The system is designed to
cut down the number of police
chases that put the police, those
on the run, and other drivers in
danger. Because of public safety

Proceeds benefit the
Wood County Humane. Society

in
November 10th
and 11ith
Bowling Green Elks Club
200 Campbell Hill Road
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Take Interstate 75 to Exit 181
Turn East onto Wooster St
Left on to Campbell Hill Road

Saturday November 1<f, 12:00p.m.
$100 Buy In, No Rebuys Or Add Ons

.-«,£ Potnta

Saturday November 10"', 6:00p.m.
$50 Buy In. Rebuys $25
Sunday November 11'". 12:00p.m.
$80 Buy In. Rebuys $40
Sunday November 11th, 6:00p.m.
$50 Buy In, No Rebuys

Action
Tibtet

Food
And
Dr.r*»

N=*~

MUST BE 18 WHj IMMvaM l*n[*c«oo al mis ewt

WCHS Information Booth and Baked Goods Sale

Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat
This is a C&G Gaming Rentals Event
For more information please visit
www LMARIES.com or www CandGgamingrentals com

See ONSTAR! Page 6
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dwntwn BG,0.

DO NOT MISS THIS SHOW

GREENBR1AR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717 • 445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412 • www. greenbrlarrentals.com
LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24'"
I

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"[Newcomers Showcase] is a different type of show with the music, acting and
theme. It helps to break up the action and create a fun and different experience for
the audience, - Sara Turner, University manager of theater business operations [see story, p. 3]
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InE bTREET What's your most memorable Jack-o-Lantern moment? [See story, p. 7]

"[Carving them] in

"When we decorated

"This one I turned into

"I've never carved a

fourth grade. It was

them when we were

a mini-bonfire, filled

pumpkin."

a mess, everybody's

new members of

with matchsticks and

hands were a mess."

Kappa Kappa Gamma"

candles."

MEGAN HOWAK,
Junior. Dietetics

TIM DELNAY.
Sophomore. Music
Education

*
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Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
HALLIETEAGUE.
Senior. Special Education

TAG MURPHY.
Junior. Creative Writing

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

New technology, new ways for
your stuff to get stolen
* •*•# "'Hit ■ £*■•-<\

Your 'depression' debunked
"Observe your peers for a period of time;

NO]

klUMMR
LCOLUMNISI

soon your ears will begin to hearken to
fantastical tales of abhorred teachers, foul

Everyone should know a locked
car is an awful place to leave
something valuable. Laptops,
iPods, the one ring or those
pictures from one night you'd
rather forget, arc all things that
should lie locked up in a safe
place. Unfortunately, this seemingly common knowledge seems
to be uncommon.
From Oct. 8 to Oct. If),
University police responded to
10 vehicle break-ins. I guess they
were not technically break-ins
because nine of the 10 vehicles
were unlocked. Many people
have last their iPods, CD players,
GPS systems and spare change
between their seat cushions.
Even though the loss of an Mod
to a college student is near equal
to the loss of a family member,
it could have been worse. They
could have lost a laptop containing the personal information of
10.0001 lome Depot employees.
Unfortunately, this is the

case for a 1 lome Depot regional
manager in Massachusetts.
Somehow the laptop was stolen
from the impenetrable fortress
in which he stored it (in his car in
his driveway.) leaving a laptop
in a car is a good way to make it
disappear. Leaving one that has
been dipped in social security
numbers is just plain reckless.
If stored in a car. the only
thing between a $ 1.500 laptop
with priceless information and
the envious eyes of a passer-by is
a piece of glass. Glass that could
be easily shattered by just about
anything. A rock, a baseball Ixit.
or a solid head-bun could make
it through a piece of glass. When
the security of so many people is
at stake, these laptops need to be
taken better care of. If my social
security number is on someone's computer, it better not be
sirring shotgun of their car.
This is just one case in a long
line of laptop heists that has
jeopardized the privacy' and
security of countless employees. A little over a month ago,
Gap Inc. lost a laptop with the
information of 800,000 employees and applicants on it. The
University of Iowa lost a laptop
on Oct. 9 putting 184 students

classmates and the bane of every student's
My life is in shambles! If my
life were a prime-time sitcom,
this idiom would be our catch
phrase. The amount of instances that my friends and I pepper
our conversations with this colloquialism, is enough to render
the sanest of mental capacities
into a state of temporary lunacy.
The problem with our verbose
bemoaning of our seemingly
deplorable life situations, is that
more oft than naught, individuals from our generation have a
predisposition for the dramatic.
Perhaps an overabundance of
prime-time sitcoms are
to blame.
Allow me to illustrate my
point observe your peers for a
period of time; soon your ears
will begin to hearken to fantastical tales of abhorred teachers,
foul classmates and the bane of
every student's existence: The
evil incarnate, group projects!
All these lamenting climaxes
in your compatriot letting the
d-word slip. No, not damnit —
depressed. The culmination of
their saga through daily struggle
ends with their self-assured declaration that they are depressed.
I lowever, if every schmuck
who ever felt a moment of sadness was able to accurately
diagnose the development of
clinical depression, I would be
without a future. The bottom
line being, simply because you
have endured a bout of sadness
resulting from an abysmal test
score or the cancellation of your
favorite television program, does
not merit you the credentials to
accurately identify and diagnose
clinical depression!

TOMORROW IN FORUM
The international community
has done nothing to help the
genocide in Darfur. says David
Busch.
A column from Jeff Smith

existence: The evil incarnate, group projects!'
The dilemma that arises
revolving this issue is the
assumption by most individuals
that by experiencing a sensation
once, they are suddenly doctoral
experts on the phenomenon.
So I charge myself with the task
of education. Hopefully I can
unmask the mood disorder
known as depression.
A prevalent misinterpretation
by multitudinous individuals
dipping into the study of psychology is mental disorders
are limited in their destructive
symptoms to the human psyche
alone. This is an erroneous
conception; mental disorders
are equal opportunity wreckers.
Depression alone can wreck negative symptoms on major areas
of human functioning: Emotions,
motivational drive, behavior,
cognition and physiology. While
sadness is a staple symptom of
depression, sadness alone hardly
merits an official prognosis.
Traditionally accepted emotional
symptoms of depression include
feelings of general misery, a "hollow, empty" feeling, humiliation
or shame, worthlessness and on
the extreme end of the emotional
spectrum — suicidal tendencies.
Emotions are not the only
aspects of an individual suffering
depression that are subjected to
torment; the individual's motivation deteriorates to near nonexistence. The individual will
lack the basic drive to complete
daily tasks such as practicing
hygiene, rousing in the morning
for class and completing school
assignments.
Motivational slump will also
spread to affect the individual's
sense of spontaneity causing
them to relinquish former personal interests and initiatives.
These motivational distortions
bleed into the behavioral effects
that depression suffers experience, which encompasses a
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regression by the individual into
a vegetative state of abnormal
eating and sleeping patterns
with little to no physical activity
to supplement these behavioral
turnovers.
Cognitively speaking, the individual will begin to foster negative thoughts regarding their dexterity to perform daily routine.
Nugatory mistakes customarily
attributed to human enor, will
be shouldered by the individual,
who will hold themselves personally accountable for every
misfortune that is endeared to
us by simply living the human
existence.
Concentration will also be
impaired, rendering the individual unable to resolve daily decisions and plaguing the individual
with extreme difficulty concerning the task of thinking. Finally
a slew of biological disturbances
ranging from a lack of energy to
migraines and abdominal pain
can scourge an individual suffering from depression.
Keeping in mind that 1 am
no doctor, and the information
1 provided is rather like a crash
course in identifying depression,
hopefully it can help to demystify
this condition that approximately
17 percent of the population will
undergo at some interval in their
life span. One must also bear in
mind that to wholly meet the criteria for depression prognosis, at
least five of the listed symptoms
must be experienced consistently for at least a two week
time span.
Stipulations aside, I can only
hope that if nothing else, a clearer discernment of depression can
be achieved and us, psychology
majors, can sleep again at night
knowing our future is secure.

Send responses to this column
to tlienewsPbgnews.com.
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Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
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■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page

someone's computer,
it better not be
sitting shotgun of
their car."
at risk of identity theft. A second
company, Administaff. in just the
last week, announced they had a
laptop stolen. They lost the information of 159,000 employees.
In this age of convenience,
the smaller the better. Laptops
are practical for homework, taking notes in classes or business
purposes. One thing they are
apparently not good for is carrying confidential infonnation.
Once something like a computer
becomes mobile, it is bad news
for security because if it can be .
carried, it can be lost or left in
a car. If all private information
was left on desktop computers, it
would lie a little harder to make
an inconspicuous get away.
Another idea is to simply'
store the employee data in a
safe place. It would reduce the
amount of hardware storing this
information and thus reduce the
possibility of a theft. Thus would
be putting all the eggs in one
basket, but it would be better
than having employees carry this
information with them.
for those who absolutely need
to cany the social security numbers of all their employees, there
is some hope. Password protecSee HARVEY | Page 5

The immigrants responsibility
"There is a nation out there that has an
immigration policy that is more brutal than
the one the United States uses: Mexico."
Those of you who think the U.S.
government and its citizenry
have forgotten our immigrant
heritage, or have the most horrific immigration laws, you
need to simply look at other
nations to see the truth. There
is a nation out t here that has an
immigration policy that is more
brutal than the one the United
States uses: Mexico. Ah yes,
the same Mexico that criticizes
us and gives us grief when we
try and crackdown on illegal
aliens. Don't believe me? Ix>ok
at their constitution and see
what it says about immigrants.
If you read it right, immigration law is in the Mexican
Constitution and, unlike the
United States Constitution,
hundreds of offices and job are
out of bounds for foreigners in
Mexico.
Want to be a Supreme Court
Justice, military officer, airline crew or merely an elected
representative? Think again.
Mexico prohibits these jobs
specifically in the writing of
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"If my social security
number is on

articles 32,33,55,91,95 and
prohibits even more through
federal law. Applying for the
same job as a Mexican citizen?
Kiss that job goodbye since
Mexican citizens have priority over you since you are
an immigrant. Have trouble
speaking Spanish properly?Too
bad for you since all business is
done in their national language,
and forget about being able to
use welfare programs or food
stamps, those are reserved for
Mexican citizens only. Another
little funny thing is you can
be expelled without any legal
proceedings if the government
deems that your removal is
necessary. Looks like we have a
pretty fair setup for immigrants
here considering the difficult
conditions that immigrants
faced when looking at history
which we have not forgotten.
My point is that we are not
the country that forgot its history; it Is quite on the contrary. I
acknowledge it and hold others
to the same standards as my
immigrant ancestors. I actually

have two uncles who both are
immigrants that came to this
country the legal way (since it's
a long way to swim from Egypt
and Australia and they couldn't
dig a deep enough tunnel).
They have followed all the rules
and did not ask for handouts or
special concessions: They waited years to become citizens and
paid lots of money and passed
tests to do so.
On my mother's side, my
ancestors came from Ireland,
which is one of the more
heavily persecuted groups in
American and European history, and Italy. They did not
expect to have the world cater
to every single problem they
had — they learned how to
assimilate into the American
culture. They didn't complain
about not voting because of
their lack of citizenship. They
took and passed the tests. They
learned English since schools
did not teach in Italian, they
learned to support themselves
See MARTIN | Page',
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To the losers
go the spoils
"Internal
maintenance... can
be accomplished at
a fraction of the cost
Last month, the Federal Reserve
did something it hadn't in a
good many years: It decreased
interest rates nation-wide in an
attempt to curb recession.
This fact is not anything to
worry about, indeed, most
people don't even know what it
means. Hut to those with a bit
of understanding in economics,
they know a recession has hit and
it's bad enough to require corrective measures.
Recession is a word that may
be a bit difficult to define. Often,
it's reserved for times when
unemployment is rising, and
usually indicated by periods of
decline in the Gross Domestic
Product
l<)r years, according to a recent
column in the Wall Street lounial,
the Federal Reserve has been following a model called the Taylor
Rule when deciding how to deal
with the nation's economy. The
Taylor Rule essentially states that
when unemployment is low,
and the CUP is high, the Federal
Reserve ought to raise interest
rates. And. when the GUP is low,

and unemployment high, the Fed
ought to lower interest rates.
lussentially. the R-deral Reserve
believes us to be in a period of
recession, indicated by a low
GUP and high unemployment,
following this rule, according
to that same column, has successfully reduced the amount of
time that our country has spent
in recession over the last few
decades.
I don't want to propose any
sort of economic panacea, but
one of die factors which induces
inflation — unemployment
i,in Ix-easily remedied with a
bit of ingenuity.
for starters, it doesn't really
make much sense to take money
we have and invest it in something that has a very poor chance
of giving you a return. If I were
trying to make sure my family
had more money, for instance. 1
wouldn't take our life savings and
spend it in I its Vegas.
If it were my goal to raise only
the wealth of my family, I'd probably create my own business and
employ all of my family members, I'd pay them decent wages,
of course, but I would take the
profits and always try to reinvest
into the business. In this way.
all of the earnings my business
gathered would essentially stay in

of the war in Iraq."
the family.
In my infantile understanding
of economics, 1 think that this
same sort of philosophy would
hold very true. That if one were
concerned with the economic
well-being of an entire nation,
he or she would not gamble on
something with lirtle odds for
success.
And how about investing in
your own business? How can that
be achieved on a national level?
Well, how about paying attention to the things that are falling
apart? for instance, the Army
Ciirps of Engineers regularly publishes a list of bridges and levees
that need repair. Employing
companies to do these general
repairs would not only be a positive investment in the domestic
economy, but also create jobs for
thousands of people.
The real beauty of paying
attention to internal maintenance is it can be accomplished
at a fraction of the cost of the
war in Iraq. At this point in time,
the war has cost the American
taxpayers over 300 billion dollars,
and the wave of response has not
been too promising (decreased
worldwide reputation. Iraqi strife
and domestic demoralization
toward the war).
With such heavy losses, it's
hard to see why anyone might
hold out that the war can be
rectified. And at this point, I'm
having trouble imagining what a
victory in Iraq would even look
like.
But it seems the American
psyche is fundamentally opposed
to the word "lose.'' But I'm equally unimpressed with people's
ability to define what it is to lose
the war in Iraq as I am when I ask
what a win would look like.
Regardless, I think it's high
time Americans accept sometimes it's OK to lose tilings. Even
a world-class tennis player can
lose Wimbledon from time to
time. Or. if that's not a possibility,
word games are certainly not out
of the question. Surely it's impossible to lose if you control the
definition of victory.

HARVEY

MARTIN
From Page 4

(ion. dala encryption and programs alert the owner if a laptop
is stolen and used to connect to
the Internet. (xmiputrace, a program that locates where the stolen
laptop is when used to connect to
the Internet, only costs about $3 a
month per device.
An article from Eederaltimes.
com reports one in every 10 laptops will be stolen, one every
12 seconds.
This will continue to be the
price we will pay for convenience
of laptops unless another system
is devised. It is detrimental to
a company's image and to an
individual's security for these laptops to continue floating around
wily nilly.

Send responses to this column
to tlieneu's@bgneuis.com.

when rampant discrimination
against the Italians and the
Irish went unchecked due to
the non-existence of government oversight. They did not
fly the flags of their homelands
to protest policy since they
obviously left Italy and Ireland
for a pretty big reason.
Believe it or not, they
persevered and I am only a
third generation American
on my mother's side because
they worked hard and did
not expect things to change
overnight. They realized that
Rome was not built in a day
and that meant becoming
part of a society and country
does not happen magically or
overnight.

Send responses to this column to tlienews@bgnews.com.
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The fundamental role ofgovernment is to protect and serve
the people and the fundamental role of business is to produce
a profit and serve its shareholders. When it comes to providing
health care, we can fuse the
best of both worlds to provide
health care to the American
people.
Let's look briefly at where we
are. The number of uninsured
Americans is rising while the
number of U.S. companies
offering a dealt h care benefit
to employees is falling. I lealth
care premiums have risen 78
percent in the last six years but
wages have risen only 19 percent. The financial health of the
American middle class deteriorates every month because of
soaring health care costs.
Up against this harsh reality, more Americans have been
forced to accept reactive care in
an emergency room, because
they can't afford access to
preventive care. This costs
more in dollars and in health.
And make no mistake, every-

one pays. You may not be the
person forced to seek medical
treatmenl in the emergency
room, but you are paying for
that visit through higher
premiums.
for years we've been told the
answer to this crisis rests solely
with the private sector. Special
interests have funded multimillion dollar fear and smear
campaigns to frighten the
American people into accepting hype instead of health
care. But let's recognize just
three facts left out of all those
ads: SCHTP, Medicaid and
Medicare.
The ads don't tell you these
and other programs of care
and dignity were created by
the government because the
private sector failed to provide
care for millions of people
because it wasn't profitable.
Does anyone think we ought to
cancel Medicare and let senior
citizens go it alone, or not care
for poor kids or vulnerable
families?
Government led the way
before and government must
lead the way again. We know
from history that well and

Available
clow to campu*

decent programs like SCIIIP
and Medicare had to be created
by government.
If anyone says you can't trust
government, ask them who
they trust to protect America
from terrorist threats, protect
consumers from unsafe products in the marketplace, protect
airline travelers by ensuring we
have safe skies.
Government can provide the
leadership and free the private
sector to provide the services,
innovation and efficiency. A
universal plan would cover
every American care that is
financed publicly, but implemented privately.
In any insurance program,
rates are determ i ncd by the risk
pool —fewer people in the pool
equates to higher risk - and
higher prices since companies
have a duty to make a profit.
Today, risk is divided into thousands, if not millions of individual segments across America,
which drives up prices and
drives people out of I be system
as rates soar.
But an American health
care program would create a
national risk pool including

every American — driving risk
down (0 the lowesl possible
point. The efficiencies and savings would be enormous.
The irony is the more people
we cover the lower the cost per
person to provide healthcare.
The system would eliminate
uncompensated care, which
every priv ate provider faces
today — and t he rest of us pay
for through higher rales. By
providing a national risk pool.
we bring enormous clou) to
the marketplace that benefits
everyone.
Under a universal plan we
don't interfere with the delivery of healthcare services by
the private sector, but we do
provide the financial support
to drive (he system to achieve
maximum efficiencies and
lower costs. Public and private sectors working together
actually work. We do it in time
of war. We do it in time of
national crisis. We neei] mdo
it now, because health care has
become a national crisis.

McDeiiiiult is n House
member from Seattle, Wish.

Finally, good news for textbook prices
THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGIAN

This semester is Hearing completion. Soon enough, students
will notice those annoying signs
around campus urging them
to sell their books back to the
UT Student Bookstore for extra
money. These recurring signs
offend any students who have
previously taken the advertised
advice, finding out that their
books, no matter die condition,
were worth anywhere from a
mere fifth to a tenth of their
original price. Students can
expect an end to this disgusting
exercise in extortion, though.
A bill has been introduced
in the Ohio Senate by Senators
Tom Roberts (0-51,Teresa Fedor
(0-11) and Sue Morano (0-13)
that contains a number Of different regulations that will seek
to lower textbook costs and pre-

vent schools from buying books
back at less than half price,
among other provisions.

The move is part of the
national effort to diminish the
financial burden students suffer. Students often are forced to
take one or more part-time jobs
to afford undergraduate studies
but not much else. Others must
take out loans with ridiculous
interest rates. This is why free
food on college campuses
resembles something of manna
in the desert to students, not
to mention the overwhelming
contributions students make to
Kraft foods' and Nisson foods'
sales for their inexpensive noodle dishes, for those who go on
lo graduate school, law school
or medical school, this financial
servitude does not end and
instead increases exponentially.
()bv iously. book sales only
comprise a small portion of aca-

demic costs, but this pnninn of
the bill is the most flagrantly and
perceptibly perverted. Most students have had or have known
someone who bought a book for
a class taught by the author. The
teacher orders the textbook and
then receives royalties for the
students' purchases. Publishers
also seek to produce newer editions even when (hey are "educationally unnecessary", according to Maketextbooksaffordable.
org, to keep students buying the
more "updated'' versions. This
underhanded method not only
forces shidents who could reuse
an already purchased book to
buy the new edition, bill also
deprives current owners of the
option of selling back the book.
The new bill includes measures to address all of these
concerns. If the bill is passed,
teachers will no longer be able
to collect royalties or otherwise

profit from the utilization of
(heir lexis nor will universities
be able to buy back textbooks
for a price less (ban half of the
original cost
Bookstores will also be forced
to sell Independently the various
components ofa bundled book
package. II a student won't use
the attached CD, for example,
he or she won't have lo waste
money on something thai may
or may nol be bought back.
This legislation is something
that not only Students should
get behind, but anyone with
enough foresighl to realize (hat
(he swindling of today s collegian- populace leads lo the
near destitution of tomorrow's
workforce.

The Independent Collegian
is the student newspaper at the
University of Toledo.
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Male birth control tested
By David Adewumi
U WIRE

"A lot of guys will be

UNIVERSITY PARK
l^a. —
Research presented at a recent

conference in Seattle showed
significant progress toward introducing a male hirtli control pill,
said I )r. I Dana Blithe, the program
director for the Contraceptive
Development Research (enters
I'rogram.
"We're very much (loser lo having products available," she said.
Blithe confirmed that the
University ol California at
l.os Angeles and University of
Washington
representatives
cited research supporting this

possibility at the Future ol Male
Contraception conference.
The conference, held Sept 27
and 2H. addressed pre igress t< >w; ird
a male contraceptive, including a
testosterone-like pill that isalready
being tested on humans, as well,is
successful testing in monkeys for

a non-hormonal pill.

against it. They will
think of it as a girl
thing'..."
Bryan King | Student
Some students, however, don't
think male contraceptives will
catch on quickly with the male
Student population.
Bryan King, Pennsylvania State
I Iniversily sophomore, cited complacency as a barrier to men on
campus using it.
"A lot of guw will be against it,"
he said. "I bey will think of it as a
girl thing.' Other guys will lx- too
lazy to take it daily, but I'm sure in
lime it will be accepted."
Spring Cooper, a health educator at the University Health
Services (III IS) who recently completed her I'h.l). in hiobehavioral
health and teaches a health and

human sexuality class, said a male
pill could raise questions between
sexually active partners.
"Should the female always be
responsible for birth control if
they're not using condoms?" she
said. "A couple can deride who is
putting the pill into their body."
Cooper also pointed out that
if the woman has had trouble
with birth control, the pill for men
could present another option in a
relationship.
While the female birth control
pill is only available in hormonecontrolling formats, non-hormonal pills may become available lo men. One of the non-hormonal pills being tested would
ad as a "s|X'nn-blocker," Cooper
said. She said this pill would be a
non-permanent alternative to a
typically irreversible process like a
vasectomy.
Cooper and Simon llolowatz.
another III IS health educator,
agreed that a determining factor
in the success of a male contra-

ienc removes
ashes from grave

ceptive pill would be an issue of
trust.
Cooper said many female students she has encountered in her
class wouldn't trust their male
partners to take the pill.
"A woman has a lot more invested in the actual pregnancy, so she
may be more' likely to take the
pill." she said. I lowcver, she added
that a lot of men in her class said
they would be interested in the
maw pill as a means to relieve
problems in relationships.
Daniel Frattura (senior-crime,
law and justice) warned against
the thinking that the pill will give
men free license to pursue sexual
activities.
"I think people will say lean
have sex all the timel, but it still
won't block Iran STDs and all that
stuff," he said.
I iolowatz agreed.
"Male contraceptives will prevent pregnancy, but... you can still
contract a sexually-transmitted
infection."

By JMIHOMW
U-WIRE

"I have a category

ATHENS, Ohio - A Roseville, Ohio,
woman pleaded not guilty on
Wednesday to a charge of felony
vandalism after allegedly removing the cremated remains of an
old boyfriend from a cemetery.
Martha M. LaFollettc, 48, is
accused of removing the ashes
of Roger Barber from New
Marshfield Cemetery nearAthens,
according to a news release from
the Athens County Prosecutor's
Office. LaFoUette may have taken
the remains in retaliation for
being barred from the funeral,
police said.
The case is uncharted territory
for Athens County Prosecutor C.
David Warren.
"I have a category of crimes that
I like to refer to as 'aggravated stupid," he said. "I have been doing
this for almost .10 years now and
I have never had anyone steal

of crimes that I
like to refer to as
'aggravated stupid.'"
David Warren| County Prosecutor
someone's ashes."
The ashes, stolen around lime
17, were found several weeks ago
at the home of one of LaFbUette's
relatives in Perry County,
Warren said.
IaFbllette is set for trial Jan. 20
in Athens County Common Pleas
Court. If convicted, she faces a
maximum of one year in prison
and a $2,500 fine, Warren said.
LaFbllctte and Barber lived
together in Roseville, about 40
miles north of Athens, for about
five years, said I.t. Darrell Cogar of
the AthensCountySherifTs Office.
Barber died Nov. II, Warren said.
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Fill Phone Sale

has.

Cwtmimleaflom

"One concept is called Date
Now. This is for people who are
not so into e-mailing back and
forth for days or weeks and they
would rather just post when they
are free to go out and then other
people can just contact them
when they are free to go out that
night, too." I.cmer said. "It's kind
of like a calendar. You can check
off the date you are free and then
you fill in the activity you want.
Then you can go to a separate
part of the site where you can
search for the day of the week ih.il
other people want to go out. too."
lennifer lilt, public relations
representative for laml reeibnight.
com. says the other feature, called
Wlngman, is especially useful for
college students. The Wingman
feature allows users to ask
friends online to be a wingman.
You can then search for people

Sale end! 11/3/07

7. The 7:30am walk to class in the rain is
a lot better with a soundtrack.

who wan) to go nut on double or
group dates.
"I think the number one reason the WingMan feature is so
beneficial to college students is
because you arc able to meet people through groups on the Web
site, which oilier Web sites do not
have," IJtt said. "There is always
safety in numbers."
lenna Nichols, sophomore
communication major at Virginia
lech, thinks the application is a
good idea.
"lacebook is used to socialize
anyway, so this is a good feature
because it just gives people easier
ways to do it," Nichols said.
Students can find the I'acebook
application by going to the directory of applications on l-acebook
and searching for the "Are you
Interested?" feature, as well as by
typing http://apps.facebook.com/
yesnomaybe into their browser.

ONSTAR
From Page 3
issues, police are often ordered to
back off from chases when going
through heavily populated areas.
Several groups are protesting
OnStar. saying that it is an invasion of privacy. OnStar's onboard
computer collects data such as

Move to your own music with a new BlackBerry' or Nokia music
phone. Or check out our great deals on other devices at 1027 N Main
St in Bowling Green and switch to the largest digital voice and data
network in AmeiK.i

location, speed and time.
Consumers fear that this data,
when in the hands of an insurance agency, will be used against
them to void a claim because
the) WCK driving recklessly or
breaking the speed limit.
To date, this consumer concern
has been trivial because OnStar's
collected data has not been used
to deny claims or issue citations.
Genera] Motors also states that
customers will have the option
of opting out of the police disable feature when purchasing
new cars, but they claim that
their research indicates 95 percent of customers would want

AT&T EXCLUSIVE

BUY ONE FOR

$49"
GET ONE

FREE

550 mail-in rebate with
essagmg leatu'e package
-■■;) 2-yeM wtrele*>s

service agreement

NOKIA 6555 BLACK
Advanced music player
with album art
Ultra-fast speeds

$14999
liter S50 mail-m rebate with
BlackBerry* S3999 or higher
jnlimited data rate plan plus
in AT&T Voice Plan ot 53999
or hiqher.
BLACKBERRY

to take advantage of the feature.
Most customers would rather
have their stolen vehicle slowly
stopped than wrapped around a
tree even if it means giving up a
small piece of their privacy when
driving.
Subscribers may even be able
to receive a break on their car
insurance by having the system
in their car.
Currently, OnStar is exclusive
to GM vehicles. OnStar hopes to
break its exclusivity contract with
GM and install its new system in
different makes of cars, not only
expanding its business but also
making the roads safer.
If OnStar is able to expand
to other auto manufacturers, or if a competitor comes in
with a similar universal system,
these dangerous and often fatal
police chases could be a thing of
the past.

The Exorcist

PEARL"

GPS capable

The name of the boy who was subject of the
"true" exorcism that inspired lllatty's novel
was Ronald Hunkeler. After he was "cured"
he went on to attend (ionzaga I ligh School in
Washington, DC, graduating in 1954. He was
later a scientist with NASA. Understandably, he
refuses all interviews regarding his exorcism.
At last account, he was rumored to be living in
Laurel, MD.

Access personal and
business email

TAKE A FRIGHTENING RIDE ON THE
MM MOW
1027 N Main St. in Bowling (ir.-en, OH. 43402
ill-.*, th.in i milt-, from campus! ■ -41c#> 152 6270
"AT&T also imposes monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to $1.25 to help defray costs incurred In complying with State and Federal telecom regulation;
State and Federal Universal Service charges; and surcharges for customer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on AT4T. These are not taxes or
government-required charges.

BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

ini MI ii vmm urn si;

Offer available on select phones. Limited-time offer. Coverage not available in all areas The network covers over 211 million people. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See
contract and rate plan brochure for details Subscriber must live and have a marling address within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage area. Up to S36 activation fee applies. Equipment
price and availability may vary by market and may not be available from independent retailers. tarty Termination Fee: None If cancelled in the first 30 flays; thereafter $175 Some agents
impose additional lees Unlimited voice services; Unlimited voice services are provided solely for live dialog between Two individuals Offnet Usage: if your minutes ol use (including
unlimited services} on other carriers' networks Toff net usage") during any two consecutive months exeed your offnet usage allowance, AT&T may al its option terminate your service, deny
your continued use of other carriers' coverage, or change your plan to one Imposing usage charges for offnet usage Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of ISO minutes or 40%
of the Anytime minutes included with your plan (data offnet usage allowance is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 20\ ol the kilobytes included with your plan). Rebate Debit Cant BlackBerry
Pearl pnee before mail-in rebate card with a $3999 or higher BlackBerry unlimited data rate plan and with a S39.99 or higher AT&T Voice Plan is $21999 The Mack Nokia 65$$ prices before
mail-in rebate debit card with MEdta/messagmg feature package purchase and with 2-year wireless service agreement per phone are $11999 and $69.99. respectively. Minimum $499
MEcka/messaging feature package purchase required. Allow 10-12 weeks lor fulfillment Card may be used only in the U5. and is valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not redeemable
(or cash and cannot be used lor cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps Card request must be postmarked by 12/3/07, you must be a customer for 30 consecutive flays to
receive card Sales tax calculated based on price of activated equipment Certain email systems may require additional hardware and/or software to access. Service provided by AT&T
Mobility 02007 AT&T Knowledge Ventures All rights reserved. AT&T and the AI&T logo are trademarks ol AT&T Knowledge Ventures and/or AT&T affiliated companies.
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Quirky show provides unique TV experience

CD Release Show

Ashing Daisies is first of its kind on ABC

Tonight. NOMO will be
headlining at Howard's

By Joe Cunningham
Reviewer

Club H. for the release
show for The Sanderiings.
The Dashburns will also
perform.

WWW ABC COM

New Music & Art
Festival

Friday. Oclober 19.2007 7

DRESSING UP DAISIES: Some o( the cast membeis in 'Pushing Daisies" are brought back
lo life through the touch ol Ned the piemaker The show airs Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. on
ABC

BGSU's 28th annual New

Hvcry fall all of the not works I hrow
a whole bunch of new shows at
the masses hoping one of them
works out to be a hit. Some succeed, but most fail. This fall is no
different, only this year there is a
special show on ABC that is not
only good, but great, maybe even
one of the best shows to come out
in years; that show is "Pushing
I >aisies."
The show tells the story of Ned
(Lee Pace), a pie-maker who has
the ability to bring the dead back
to life with a simple touch, but
they can only stay alive for a minute otherwise someone else dies
in their place; if he touches them

again then they die for good, lie
teams up with private detective
EmerSOn Cod (CM McHride). in
order to solve murders and collect the reward. Along the way
he meets up with his childhood
sweetheart Chuck (Anna Iricli.
who is one of the murder victims
they come across along their trav
els. he brings her back to life and
the trio go around solving murders together.
The show is as unique as they
come; it helps when it was created
by Bryan fuller who is respon
sible such shows as "Dead Like
Me" and "I lerocs', as well as film
director Barry Sonnenfeld of die
"Men in Black" fame. They give
the show its unique blend of lighthearted comedv and murder,

kind nt like "law and Order" if
directed by lean-Pierre leunet.

The only risk this show has is
it might be too quirky for some
people to handle, and as a result
might not get the viewers some
olher shows would get and ultimately be sacrificed due to low
ratings.
Despite being only two episodesintoitsrun though "Pushing
Daisies" is easily one of the best
shows on television right now. as
well as one of the best to hit the
airwaves it recent years, li airs on
Wednesdays at it p.m., and it is
definitely must-see i V,
■ Grade: A*
■ Airs: Wednesdays 8:00 ABC

Music and Art Fsetival
continues with a concert

reaky films

of chamber and choral
music. Today at 2:30,
come to Kobacker Hall

on DVD for

and enjoy works by BGSU
distinguished artist professor Marilyn Shrude and

Halloween

others. Free.

TOLEDO AREA

By Randy A. Silas
I

Classical Mystery
Tour

'

"You wanna see something
realh scary?"
That line from " Iwiliglit Zone:
The Movie" always gets me. Now.
it can give the shivers to a new
generation with its debut on
DVD.
I here's nothing like some
fresh blood on disc to put you
in the mood for Halloween, just
a few weeks away, The 1983 film
tribute to Rod Setting's classic IV
anthology series is one of four
killer titles out lllis week as pan
nl the annual fall flood ol 'horror
DVDs, Including Iwiliglit/one
Warner, $20), three are new to
the format.
For those who like unbridled
gore, there's the new film "28
Weeks Later" I o\, $30;. Classictales of the macabre come via
the third-season set of the vintage TV show Alfred Hitchcock
Presents" Universal. $40 , \nd
a 25th-annivcrsary rerelease of
"Poltergeist" (Warner, $20) does

Come enjoy a Beatles
Tribute this Saturday at
8 p.m. at the Stranahan
Theatre. Members of the
original cast of Broadway's
Beatlemania will perform
your Fab Four favorites.

Jeff Dunham
The well-known comedian
comes to Toledo! Jeff
Dunham will perform his
stand-up comedy at the
Stranahan on Sunday at
7 p.m.

the haunted house routine well.

ELSEWHERE
"The Importance
of Being Earnest"

Pink is the new color of fall. For over 20 years, the month of October has
served as Breast Cancer Awareness Month and pink is popping up in
stores and on campuses across the nation. The University's campus is
no exception.
Sorority Sigma Uimbda Gamma's philanthropy is breast cancer awareness, lor the month of October the sorority set up a table in the Union to sell
pink bracelets to raise money for breast cancer awareness. Sorority president

This weekend. Friday and
Saturday, at 7:30 p.m.,
Oscar Wilde's classic
comedy comes to Tiffin.
Ohio. The play will be
performed at the Ritz

See PINK | Page 8

Theatre.

Fear Factory
To exploit your deepest, darkest fears this
weekend, go to The Fear
Factory in Findlay. Friday
and Saturday admission is
$9 per person, and is open

CARVE A FACE, HAVE A TASTE

until midnight.

THEY SAID IT

"I make
Jessica
Simpson look
like a rock
scientist"
--Tara Reid

By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

Sure you can buy pumpkin
seeds in a store, but where's
your decency?
Store bought pumpkin seeds
come from pumpkins that
never got the chance to smile, to
see the colors of the fall or smell
the crisp autumn air. Pumpkins
are taken by the patches, placed
on a conveyer belt and are
systematically smashed, gutted

and canned. I am here to speak
up for the un-carved. Could
you imagine not having a face?
As my first step in the fight for
pumpkin's rights. I provide you
with this pumpkin seed recipe,
so you can roast your own and
liberate pumpkins of all shapes
and sizes that are literally dying
for self expression. lb not carve
a pumpkin is denying a lack-olantern life.
After you have carved your
pumpkin (and you must carve
your pumpkin for best results)
separate the seeds from the
meat chunks by floating them
in water.
lightly coat a cookie sheet
with about a tablespoon of vegetable oil or a liberal amount of
non stick cooking spray.

Spread your seeds evenly
onto the cookie sheet and
sprinkle your seeds with spices
and seasonings of your liking.
The traditional recipe calls for
just salt, but I tried a few other
blends that work.
-Sail, garlic sail and seasoned
salt
-Cnole seasoning for a spicier
taste
■Cinnamon and sugar

Heat your oven to 320 degrees
and bake for about 20 minutes.
Give the pan a good shake after
10 minutes to make sure none
are overlapping so each seed
will be packed with flavor.
I like to turn the lack-o-lantem top over and serve the
seeds out of it like a little bowl,
it's festive.

I
I

JORDAN FIOWR

•HERGNfWS

»

Besides being the most recent
release, "28 Weeks I atet■" provides the most satisfying experience for DVD viewers who like
to delve into supplements about
the movie's production. Spanish
director loan Carlos I resnadillo
has crafted a sequel to Danny
Boyle's zombie thrillei "28 Days
later" (hat's just as frightening as
the original, including one ol the
most intense opening sequences
in recent memory.
iresnadillo, Boyle and others
continually note in the commentary and interviews how they
wanted to do something new
to advance the first film's story
about an England decimated
In a quick-spreading virus that
sends its crazed victims into a
flesh-eating rage. The solution
was a chilling account ol how the
virus tears apart one family.
Deleted scenes, niaking-ol'feature! tes and an animated graphic novel round out the extras "28
Days Later" and "28 Weeks later"
also are out on high-definition
Bhi-ray Disc ($40 each).
"Alfred Hitchcock Presents:
Season Three," which many fans
consider its best outing, has no
extras, but il doesn't need any.
The five-disc set contains 39 episodes from the Emmy-winning
scries, totaling 17 hours of viewing pleasure. Highlights include
"The Glass live" — which premiered 50 years ago this week
— in which a spinster develops
a strange infatuation with a ventriloquist, and "Silent Witness,"
in which a baby is the sole witness to a murder. There are also
three episodes directed by Hitch,
including "The Perfect Crime,"
in which "the world's greatest
detective" finds he might have
made a mistake in a case.
The spooky "Poltergeist" ■
finds a family of five haunted by
strange goings-on in their suburban home — you know, the
usual stuff: chairs rearranging
themselves, a clown doll coming
to life, a tree swallowing a kid.
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Movie inspired by
Beatles discography,
Vietnam War
■ Guile | C

ingly ckhed and simple. Jude fairs «i love

ACROSSTHE
UNIVERSE"

with Lucy as the nationwide happenings
of the 60s tears them apart Along the
way. as if to heighten the dullness of the
story. Taymor laces the scenes with lyrics
that play mistakenly as coincidence to

WHAT AARON HELFFERICH

the story Needless to say. its easy to lose

THINKS:

interest without the music.

r<md\yv.
n
"'idewjn
a soundtrack for a movie, director Julie

For an aesthetic art form this film is

■ Scary Kids Scaring Kids
■ Grade | C

experimentally brilliant. It rs doubtful,

■KJwrt,i The Beatles Therein

"SCARY KIDS SCARING
KIDS"

though, these images will replace or even

lies a problem Only hall of the members

be remembered when hearing a Beatles

of The Beatles a*e still alwe today How

song replayed on the radw The bot-

do you score a movie when half of the
■ ■-.■en play7

tom line rs. "Across the Unrverse." brings
nothing now to the table other than a

SPREADING AWARENESS: Kelley Flenner signs a banner for breast cancer aware-

very difficult for me to en|oy the new sell titled

In Jufce Taymors eyes, the an ■

unique visual interpretation of an original

ness. Her grandmother had died of the disease and she felt a close connection.

album from Scary Kids Scarng Kids because I

simple Her latest film. "Across trie

soundtrack from some of the greatest

JORDAN FIOWER I MBGNEWS

don't thnk everything and everyone is out to

songwnters ol all time If The Beatles

•i IK a love story much like a

PINK

catc h your fancy, this film a sure fire

lots but to the tunes of The
■ t combination seems fascinat-

enjoyment If nothing else, just "Let it Be".

From Page 7

ingly original, but the content may be too

Universe" is exactly that

■ "Across the Universe" is
rated PG-13 for some
drug content, nudity.
sexuality, violence and
language.
■ Runtime: 2hrs. Ilmin.
■ Starring Jim Sturgess and
Evan Rachel Wood

The story. (widen underneath all ol the

■ Directed by Julie Taymor

simple and tiresome
Everyone, meet Jude. your man
■' Now. say "Hey Jude"
Congratulations, you've just had your fast
lesson in one of trie many references to
The Beatles lore m "Across the Universe
11 ie easy doesn tit7 Well.the
most fun you wl get out of "Across the

I aura Saldana says all proceeds
will go directly to breasi cancer
research.
"The money is going to the
Making Strides Walk," Saldana
said. "And all money from the
walk goes directly to breast cancer research."
Four members of Bowling
Green's Sigma lambda Gamma
chapter are traveling to Grand
Rapids, Mich, on Oct. 20 to join
other Sigma I ambda Gammas
in participating in the Making
Strides Walk. All money raised
by the Making Strides Walk
directly benefits the American
Gancer Society and goes toward
research, early detection and
political advocacy among
other efforts.
Sigma 1.111ilitl.i Gamma is
also raising money by running a
T-shirt sale in conjunction with
the American Gancer Society.
The "San the Boobies" shirts
have been slowly popping up
all over campus and will soon
be available for sale at Sigma
I .tmbd.i Gamma's table in the
Union. The shirts cost SIO and
$5 from each sale will be donated to the American Gancer

.■■:■■ musical scenes, is disappoint-

.'..'..'.

■■!'.■' -Mil ; .

WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS: Its

Society.
Saldana mentioned they
wanted to have one day during the month of October where
students could wear the shirts
to raise awareness.
"October 2!) is going to be the
day when the campus is invited
to wear their 'Save the Boobies'
shirts to raise awareness."
she said.
Another campus organization getting involved with the
fight against breast cancer is
the University's Organization
for Healthy Lifestyles, Bacchus/
Gamma. The group has placed
cardboard receptacles around
campus collecting pink Yoplait
yogurt lids as a part of Yoplait's
"Save Lids to Save Lives' campaign, lor every lid collected,
Yoplait will donate ten cents
to the Susan G. Komen for the

Cure organization.
Bacchus/Gamma Publicity
Chair Allison Reynolds says
Bacchus/Gamma wanted to get
involved since breast cancer is
something that affects the students at the University.
"Our participation in this
event stems from the fact that
Breast Gancer affects our students here at BGSU — whether
directly or indirectly," Reynolds
said. "Providing an easy yet

get me
The band disagrees, and they re armed with

effective way to help support
this cause gives students the
opportunity to actively participate in the fight."
This is Bacchus/Gamma's
second year participating in
"Save Lids to Save Lives", Last
year their efforts garnered 2,000
lids and this year they hope to at
least double that number.
Pink and white collection
boxes can be found in dining
halls across campus including
Ghily's, The Sundial, Keeper's,
the Union, and the cafeteria in
MacDonald Hall,
Reynolds says that Bacchus/
Gamma has extended the
collection deadline to midNovember and are encouraging
students to get other or off-campus organizations involved with
their lid drive.
"Many people save lids for a
month, and then end-up throwing them away," Reynolds said.
"Thus far, we've received outside support from members of
Perrysburg Police Departinenl
and staff from the University of
Toledo's Pediatric Clinic."
For more information concerning either organization's
breast cancer awareness efforts
contact Allison Reynolds at
areynoi^bgsu.edu and Laura
s.i id,i na at slaura^bgsu.edu.

screams and loud guitars.
On "Fiee Agam." lead singer Tyson Stevens
pants "We cant live this way forever/so fun/run
with me" on the chorus combines banshee-IAe
screams with highly unbanshee lines Ike "Wei
be richer inside"
Not only is the band convinced of their impending doom, but that doom will be bloody and
hellish
Stevens imagines crashing into a mountain (in a
plane, presumably), burning alrve and having his
head blown off in "A Pistol to my Temple* fPJ
the trigger like its nothing")
"If we don't bekeve/theres a reason for Irving/then we'll nevei know/do I wanna know7"
he asks
"Watch Me Bleed" is a hornbly canned piano
heavy naiad, where Stevens's voice quivers and
the manipulative antagonist watches "My colors
fade out"
On "Snake Devil." a said devil is "Taking over the
worid/one heart at a time" and the poor band
"Won't live to see the sun nse"
"I would rather pist die/than listen to your lies..
You've already done the damage/were a thing
of the past" they scream
No. this record was not made for me But I
honestly hope one day they grow out of their
paranoid phase, because the band is musically
talented
"Degenerates" does well at Muses style, with
more keyboards "Set Sad" and even "Pistol"
show a band able to hanging back where
needed and pushing the beat elsewhere
"Star Crossed" is especially notable, featuring
more creative effects work than just loud soft
The chorus hits an especialy epic note, still
relatively mainstream but refreshingly balanced
compared to the rest of the record It's probably

v

the one song I wouldn I mind hearing again

■ Radiohead

After scandal, Don Imus is back on the radio as a morning host

■ Grade | A

"IN RAINBOWS"
By David Freedlander

Don
Imus
Made a deal
with the station
WABC-AM in
New York

Ni:\V YORK — Don Imus. how
can we miss you if you won't go
away?

Only six months after leaving
the airwaves in disgrace, the IMan finds himself at the center
of another media storm, this
time after a Web reporl Monday
that he'd inked a multimilliondollar deal with WABC-AM to
become the New York talk-radio

station's new morning drivetime host.
The item on t he Drudge Report
set off a flurry of media activ-

ity as well as buzz in the blogosphere. Numerous phone calls
to WABG-AM and its corporate
parent, Citadel Broadcasting,
were not returned.
Phil Boyce, WABC's program director and Citadel
Broadcasting vice president
of news/talk programming,
told Newsday Monday that he
had nothing to announce, and
wasn't exactly certain when
he would.
Many were shocked t hat Imus

has been able to bounce back so
quickly from such a sudden fall.
"How can America's memory be so short," asked Sonia
Ossorio, president of the New
York City chapter of the National
Organization for Women. "It was
only six months ago that he was
on the air denigrating young
black women who were just out
there trying to play ball.
"A loi of people say he's suffered, but how can he be suffering when he got six months off

and somewhere between $10-20
million payout from CBS," she
continued, referring to Imus'
settlement with his previous
employer.
Cithers were hopeful that
a comeback by the shock jock
meant that he could atone for
some of his more outrageous
statements of the past.
"Reconcili.'ition is rooted in
my religious faith and in my own
life," said civil rights pioneer Rev,
Herbert Daughtry.

WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS:
$omewhe*e after 'e*easmg 2005 s "Hail to the
Thief" Radiohead remembered they used to
be a lock band The result. "In Rainbows." is a
stripped-down affair compared to their last few
offerings, but another gem all the same.
The band cut back on the electronics on "Hail."
and now they re gone almost entirely Instead
standard gurtarsdrums-vocal arrangements
dominate
It's not even very loud - "We*d Fishes/Arpeggf
is as intense as things get with guitars sptralmg
upwards until the band hits full bloom.
But on "House of Cards" or "Nude." the riffs are
simple, fust a few delicate strums and the occa
sional sound effect or string off to the side

MOVIE
PREVIEWS

Drummer Phi Serway is the most constant presJosh Hartnett ("Sin City") and Ben Foster

ence His skittish beat on "15 Steps" is utterly

f Alpha Dog") as two of the survivors forced

danceable (yes, danceable). On 'Jigsaw Faing

to defend themselves against the seem-

Into Place' and "Bodysnatchers" he keeps

ingly endless assault from the supernatural

the tempo steady and fairly quick, but never

beings.

♦ FREE
+FREE
+FREE
+FREE
+FREE
Mounting* Balancing* Valve Stems • Alignment Check • National Warranty

overplays

'50 Days of Night' is directed by David

Elsewhere, the band chooses atmosphere over
power

Slade. who came into prominence at the
2005 Sundance Film Festival with his contro-
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straight from Queens of the Stone Age (one

while not as controversial, looks to be the

*
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"Reckoner" borrows a haunting vocal harmony

versial hit "Hard Candy". Hrs follow up film,

| ANTIFREEZE II MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE

Buy four Michelin tires from ■
TIREMANandyouget...

ol several excellent backing vocal tracks on the

makeover of a dying genre, the vamp-re flick,

album), whie Sefway struts along

which has been needed for some time now

"30 DAYS OF NIGHT"
■ Advanced Grade | A

ruts as "Collateral" and the "Pirates of the

there have been a fairly large number of

Caribbean' trilogy looks to be a recipe of

graphic novels that have been adapted mto

success for thts film. Which looks to be one

major motion pictures Most recently there

of the freshest horror films to come out as

have been such big hits as "500* and "V lor

of late. But with some of the junk that has

Vendetta" So. it was a forgone conclusion

come out lately, that is not a hard thmg

the trend would continue, and it does this

to do

week with the vampire flick "30 Days of
Night".

The (dm looks to be the first in a series of
strong releases that will be leading up to the

The film is a story of an Alaskan town that

end of the year, and rf that's any indication,

ts attacked by a group of vampires after it rs

we are in for a real good end of the year run

plunged into darkness for a month It stars

olmovtes

Bowen-Thompson

Student Union

.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

I am all the

days/that you choose to ignore

talents to emerge witUi the past few years)
and a screenwriter who has penned such

THE INFORMATION DESK

the next step/waiting in the wings

has quickly become one of the premiere

Since the success of "SHI City" «n 2005,

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!

on "AH I Need." while Thorn Yorke poes. "I am

bnghtest stars (especially Ben Foster who

WHAT JOE CUNNINGHAM THINKS:

2007-2008
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!

Colin Greenwood offers a brooding basslne

With a strong cast that has some of the

For his part. Yorke is his same old moody self
'I love you but enough is enough* he smgs
on "Faust Arp." a short, string-driven piece
with some of Yorke's harshest lyncs. "Wakey
wakey/rise and srwie it's on again/off again" he
says, double tracking his vocals to sound like
Elliot Sr n t ft
"In Rainbows" is vastly different from rts predecessors This bme, the joy of listening to it rs that
there's actually joy in listening to it It doesn't
require serious legwork to appreciate It's simply
well-played music from very talented people

Coyrafcutatioiis to tde
fabulous Klew Ladies of
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SIDELINES

Tribe can't seal the deal at home, ALCS back to Boston
ByTomWIthori
The Associated Press

SOFTBALL
Softball team
announces full 2008
season schedule
The team will compete in four
non-conference tournaments

AlBfjHRMAN

AP PHOTO

DENIED: The Indians lost yesterday. 7-1.

before starting MAC play and

CLEVELAND — Back to Boston
they go. lust the Red Sox being the
Red Sox.
Josh Beckett, blocking out
everything but Jason Varitek's
target, dominated the Cleveland
Indians for the second time and
Manny Ramirez drove in the goahead run with a 390-foot single
as the Red Sox stayed alive in the
AL championship series with a 7-1
win last night in Game 5.
Kevin Youkilis set the tone
with a first-inning homer off C.C.
Sabathia. The Red Sox, trailing
3-2, sent the best-of-seven series
back to Fenway Park to continue

a season that was on the brink of
being canned for the cold New
England winter.
The Red Sox — and Beckett —
have done this before. And clearly,
Ramirez & Co. cared.
In 2004, Boston rallied from an
0-3 deficit to win the 2004 ALCS
against the New York Yankees and
went on to sweep the St. louis
Cardinals in four straight for its
first World Series title since 1918.
The Red Sox forced a Came 6 on
Saturday night, and will start one
of October's brightest stars, Curt
Schilling, who has 9-3record in 17
career postseason starts, against
Fausto Carmona.
Beckett, the calm, cool and
cocky 20-game winner, ignored

a shrilling crowd, some chirping
from Indians outfielder Kenny
Lofton and even the appearance of an old girlfriend to deny
Cleveland fans a chance to see
their first pennant-clinching win
at home.
In the late innings, drummer
John Adams, whose tom-tom beat
has pulsated through a special
season at Jacobs Held, slumped
against his instrument as the lied
Sox tacked on runs. Meanwhile,
in the Boston bullpen, two rcliev
ers used water bottles to playfully
bang on backup catcher Doug
Mirabelli's shinguards.
The 27-year-old Beckett, who
beat Cleveland in the opener,
once again came through with

the stakes at their highest.
The right-hander allowed only
a run in the first, and five total hits
in eight innings. I le struck out 11,
walked one and was around the
plate with almost every one of his
109 pitches.
Beckett, who with each start
carves his name deeper among
the postseason pitching elite, is
no stranger to comebacks,
In 2003, he pitched a two-hitter
for Florida in (lame 5 of the NLCS
as the Marlins rallied from a 3-1
deficit to eliminate the Chicago
Cubs. Then, pitching on just three
days rest in Garneti of the World
Series at Yankee Stadium, he
allowed only five hits in a 2-0 win
and was picked as MVP.

will have games against four
teams who were in the 2007
NCAA tournament. The
Falcons will be on the road for
most of their schedule.

ONLINE

Team on the rebound

The BG News sports
bloq
Be sure to check out The BG
News sports blog for extra
information on all of your
favorite Falcons teams.
http://www.bgnew$sports.
blogspot.com

SCHEDULE

BRIAN BOBNHOEFT

HEADED DOWN: "he BG men's soccer tarn's record is 3-8-5 on the season

TODAY
Women's soccer

Men's
soccer starts
off slow,

at Ball State; 5 p.m.
Volleyball:
at Toledo; 7 p.m.
Cross country:
at Tiffin Open; 4:30 pm

bwimming:

loses to •
Michigan

Tom Stubbs Relays at BG: II
am

SATURDAY
Football:
at Kent State; 4 p.m.
JOftDAN FIOWBI I THE BG NEWS

Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1)

Volleyball:

MOVING FORWARD: Freddie Barnes (7) and the rest ol the BG football team will loo* to get back in the win column tomorrow against MAC loe Kent State. BG is currently 3-3.

at Ball State: 7 p.m.
Men's soccer:
at Akron; 750 p.m.

SUNDAY

Falcons looking to bounce back against Kent State
By Bill Bordewick
Reporter

Women's soccer
at Miami (OH); 1 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1f91-Longest NCAA football game (3 hrs.. 52 min.).
Rhode Island beats Maine
52-30 in six overtimes.
1957-Maurice "RocketRichard becomes the first

Contrary to popular belief, getting beat by 47-14 by a divisional foe is probably not the
best formula for success going
forward.
Can the Falcons turn the page
on this season with a good performance at Kent State tomorrow? Or will this season go the
way last season went which spiraled into a 4-8 season?
The Falcons will tell you this
is a different team from last
year's squad.
"1 think last year was a completely different deal than this

"I think that [Miami] game showed us that

"I'm expecting to continue
what I was doing these past
winning is fragile, and there is a fine line
couple of games on my return
yards with the help of my kickbetween a winning team and a losing team." off return team," Williams said.
"We've been talking about how
Tyler Sheehan | Quarterback
there is going to be no drop-off
this week."
year, aside from theconfidence," a resounding 33 point defeat
The keys to a Falcons vicsaid coach Gregg Brandon. with very little bright spots on tory, however, probably do not
"The thing that we have to do is either side of the ball.
include Williams returning the
stay focused with the kids, stay
Probably the lone bright spot ball seven times because that
positive with them, and make for the Falcons was cornerback means the defense is continually
sure that they understand the Roger Williams Jr. on kickoff giving up points and that is not a
reason we lost the Miami game returns. Williams had seven good way to win games.
was crit ical errors and we didn't returns for 172 yards and will
They are going to need to get
take advantage of their errors." be willing to do whatever he's
Those critical errors led to asked of in an effort to get the
See FOOTBALL I Page 10
the Falcons leaving Oxford with win.

NHL player to score 500
goafs.

The List
The ALCS has Vet to be
decided, but. inexpkably. the
Colorado Rockies are already

Orr installing new system

Women's hoops enjoys

and new attitude to team

being underdogs again

in the World Series. Here are
five reasons to be happy for
them.

1. They're young:
Who would've thought that
this young a team would go
so far?

2. The franchise: This
team has been a doormat
roughly every year since the
team was created in 1993.

3. Underdogs:
Honestly, who picked these
guys to even make the playoffs?

4. Momentum: They've
won 20 of 21 games. They're
scorching right now.

5.ToddHtrton:A
great player and an all-around
good guy He deserves to
finally play for a ring.

By Colin Wilton
Sports Editor

CLEVELAND—The BG men's
basketball team has a new coach
in Louis Orr. With him he brings
a new system, a new philosophy and a new attitude. But the
Falcons still have the same goal
- win basketball games.
"I want them to believe in
themselves and I want them to
have high goals," Orr said. "The
will to win has to be there."
At the annual Mid-American
Conference media day at
Quicken loans Arena, Orr talked about his new system and
the way it would accommodate
the players he inherited from
previous coach Dan Dakich. Orr
has an offensive system which
involves a lot of driving to the
basket and running the floor.
"I want to run and I think
most young guys want to run,"
Orr said.
The Falcons have experience. They lost just two play-

^B^
B|
V
^^L

ers to graduation in Martin
I Samarco and
Matt

B£j| |
. -,
L ui 0rr
f f
Mens
basketball
coach'
Wants team
to run on

picked to finish
at the bottom
of the conference just like
last year,
A' 'he end of
*f **

about
you

i,s n

offense

. °<

where

s|art

its

where you finish," Orr said.
Three freshmen join BG in Joe Jakubowski,
Cameron Madlock and Chris
Knight. Knight will red-shirt
while Orr hopes Madlock and
jakubowski will make an impact
right away.
Orr brings a lot different
attitude than his predecessor.
While Dakich had a tendency
See MEN | Page 10

By Colin Wilson

Falcons
have
seven freshmen
in place of their
CLEVELAND—For the first time
senior class.
in a while, Curt Miller and the
While he'll miss
BG women's basketball team
the great play of
are back to being underdogs. For
the class of 2007,
Curt Miller Miller looks forMiller, that is a good thing.
"We relish the role we're in right Women's
ward to getting
now because we're not the team basketball back to basics.
to beat, "Miller said.
"The last couple
coach:
Miller's team is a three-time
of years I just felt
Will have a
conference champion in theMidlike I was just
American Conference, but was young team
managing and
picked to Finish second in the this season
trying to put playEast Division in the preseason
ers in positions to
poll. In the past two seasons, the
be successful and
Falcons have only lost one game keep it rolling,'' Miller said. "We
within the conference. That loss really are teaching again and
came to Ohio, who was picked to that makes it exciting and enerfinish First in the East.
gizing for the staff."
The reason the Falcons weren't
The team's gritty point guard
picked first was more than likely is still in the backcourt, though.
the loss of five talented Seniors Kate Achter is one of two seniors
to graduation. Ali Mann, Liz and is being put into a role she
Honegger, Carin Home, Megan may not be used to. But like a
Thorburn and Amber Flynn
combined for nearly 6,000 points
See WOMEN | Page 10
in their careers at BG. Now the
Sports Editor

l

By P«t« Schr.imm
Reporter

The BCi men's soccer team lost
5-2 to Michigan on Wednesday,
dropping! heiroverall record to
3-8-3. lie received goals from
freshman Nathanyal Thomas
and sophomore Cameron
llepple in the effort.
The Falcons came out of the
gate sluggishly, and according
to I lepple. that lead to a poor
firsi half performance.
"I thought we played bad in
the first half." Heppie said.
"We weren't mentally into it,
and we kepi making silly mistakes that we got punished for,"
he said.
Michigan wasted no time
capitalizing as it look them
just 2:51 to score their first goal.
The Wolverines continued
their scoring streak, netting 3
more first half goals, including
two by Steve Bonnell.
Down 4-0 at the half, the
Falcons regrouped and came
out stronger for the second
half.
"After we realized that we had
to come back into the game we
started to play harder and play
with a little bit more heart and
some pride, and in the second
half we just started to play a lot
better." I lepple said.
Just over 12 minutes into the
second half, I lepple scored the
first Falcon goal of the match
with a header into the left corner of the net.
"I just tried to gel my body
in front of the keeper so he
would just mess up somehow,"
llepple said. "It just popped
up off the top of my head and
went into the hack ol the net."
Unfortunately for BG,
Michigan would answer with
just over 15 minutes left in
the match, when they scored
their fifth and final goal. The
Falcons' Nathanyal Thomas
was able to add another goal
late for BG when he bent a shot
past the leaping goalkeeper,
but it was too little too late.
The Falcons were forced to
play the game without starters Abiola Sandy, Thomas
McLean, and Dusko Topolic,
but were still able to manage
See SOCCER | Page 10
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From Page 9

true leader, Achter Is more than
ready to take on thai role.
"I only have one year lefl and
I want 10 leave this program
with a legacy." she said. "I want
to prepare the players he's
going to have next year.''
Both Miller and Achter
expressed a lot of confidence
in the incoming class.
They're very excited to showrase their skills, its very hard to
play behind a class that large."
\i liter said.
Hut no matter what ranking the falcons get in the preseason or who is on the court
wearing orange jerseys, they
will be MAC. Champions until
another team is.
"Until someone wins that
M M
Championship next
year we're going to be on top,''
\chter said. I here are a lot of
teams out there that are going
lo heal us whether we have six

seniors or seven freshmen."
The Falcons are coming off
a 27-4 season in which they
reached the third round of
the NCAA Tournament. Now
they'll have to play a season
with a whole new roster.
' "We didn't'have to deal with
too many lows in recent years
hut we're going to have to deal
with the ups and downs that
come along with the season."
Miller said.
"We're going to be ready for
that challenge."

THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Well folks. Kent's next up on
the MAC schedule few the
Falcons The conferences'
best running game and secondary (Kent) against one
o( its best passing offenses
(BG) This week we have
Lindsay Jonkhoff of the
women's golf team joining
us to share pick 'em wisdom.

Me
Kent State

2007-08 Outlook

Kent-5.5

BG preseason ranking: The
Falcons were picked to finish
second in the MAC East. They
received 11 first place votes

Michigan State
No.lOhio State
J -17

The front runner: Ohio
University was picked to finish first in the division. They
received 17 first place votes
compared to BGs 11.

No. 24 Michigan

$ Illinois
Michigan *3

No.5LSU
9 Auburn

Baker retains five coaches,
will keep Pole on as Reds
pitching coach

DAVID K0HI

AS> PHOTO

MAKING MOVES: Dusty Baker will keep
Dick Polo on as Reds' pitching coach

CINCINNATI
—
New
Cincinnati . Reds manager
Dusty Baker kept Dick Pole as
the team's pitching coach yesterday, a move that reunites

Baker with one of his top assistants from his days with the
San Francisco Giants.
Pole, 57, was Baker's pitching coach with the Giants from
1993-1997. Pole was hired by
the Beds for last season, and
has already provided Baker
with his insights on the pitching staff.
The Reds also extended the
contracts of third base coach
Mark Berry, first base coach
Billy Matcher, hitting coach
Brook lacoby and bullpen
catcher Mike Stefanski.
Bullpen coach Tom Hume
was not offered another contract after 11 seasons on the
staff.
Baker hasn't hired a bench
coach yet. Pat Kelly, who was
added to the staff as bench
coach when interim manager
Pete Mackanin took over last
luly, will go back to managing the Reds' farm club in
Sarasota.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Michigan -6
Florida
■ No. 7 Kentucky
Kentucky -7
No. 2 South Florida
9 Rutgers
South Florida '2.5
Overall record

COLIN WILSON
Sports Editor
I'm just eKCited to go home and
have my mom cool me dinner
This football game should be
fun too
BG 31. Kent SUM 27
Cleveland connection here: Brian
Hoyer (St. Ignatius) vs. Glenville
High Schools alumni team.

with the Kickoff at 4 pm.
www.bgrso.org

BBSS

Lindsay Jonkhoff

The Flashes are about the worst
team BG could be going up
against nght now. as their running
game will tear up the Fakons'
defense.
Kent State 35. BG 17
The roughest part of OSU's
schedule starts with this game
against the Spartans They'll win

BG will come out on top, but they
will have to watch out for Kent's
running back Eugene Jarvis

Assistant Sports Editor
Maybe this week Anthony Turner
will get to mix in a pass with all
those QB keepers. Then again.
probably not Ken's running game
shines in this one.
BG 31. Kent State 34
Spartans! What is your profession'? This week, its losing to the
#1 Buckeyes Man. I hate "500"
references.
OSU21.MSU10

this time, but maybe not in the

Its going to be a tough task to
LSU should win this game based
beat the Tigers for the second
on sheer anger over losing to
consecutive week I think Tommy Kentucky Sony Auburn
T's gonna pull it off.
Auburn 21,LSU 48
Auburn 24. LSU 17

LSU is gonna be angry for blowing that game against Kentucky.
Auburn's just unlucky enough to
play them this week
LSU 45. Auburn 21

This could be a close game, but
Auburn's defense will be unable
to stop the Tigers QB Flynn
who II put on an impressive show
LSU 55. Auburn 14

Regardless of who loses, we
win This is going to be another
incredible SEC game and further
proof why they're the best conference, period.
Florida 51. Kentucky 27
South Florida being the #2 team in A South Florida win in a slugfest
bonth Florida is the real deal.
the BCS may be the biggest sign vet means that Nos 1 and 2 win this
Rutgers had their time last year
week When's the last time that
Think the BCS regrets letting the of the apocalypse. Stil. theyl beat
happened this year?
Rutgers.
Big East in?
South Florida 17. Rutgers IS South Florida 24. Rutgers 10 South Florida 27. Rutgers 24

Kentucky will ride the wave of its
last victory to defeat the Gators

Florida is not going to lose three
games in a matter ol a month.
Kentucky didn't even have
enough game to beat Spurrier.
Florida 21. Kentucky 17

26-16

22-20

From
to be constantly intense, Orr's
approach is more ahout explaining things and can be seen as laid
back4tiaway.
"You can't yell all the time, I
can't," Orr said. "It kind of loses
itseflect."
His players are enjoying the
new style of coaching as well.
"He makes people comfortable,"
said guard Darryl Clements." He
doesn't make peopk' nervous or
scared to make a play.
"He wants you to make plays

Tim Tebow is apparently God's
gift to football, but Kentucky's
riding high after beating LSU I m
taking the Wildcats
Florida 28. Kentucky 34

and if you mess up then make it
up on defense."
Orr said he likes to treat coaching like being a father. He builds
relationships with all his players and learns the best way to
teach them. It was pretty evident
he has already learned a lot of
things about his players in the few
months since his hiring.
"We've .ill spent a lot of time
together and we've gotten really
familiar," Clements said.
While Orr's offensive philosophy is to spread the floor and run
the fast break, his key to success
will be defense.
"My thing is that if you can
defend and rebound, you 're going

"I think that game showed us
that winning is fragile, and
there is a fine line between
From
being a winning team and a
something going on offense losing team."
and actually stop somebody
The Falcons will need to
on defense. These things walk that fine line in order to
came so easy earlier in the beat Kent State, who is comseason, but now it seems as ing off a resounding defeat
if the team has fallen off the of their own at the hands of
wagon.
Ohio State by a score of 48-3.
The offense seems lost
The Flashes run the ball
and the defense is not get- very effectively and they
ting to the quarterback as will look to do that again
productively as it was. The against BG, who gave up 262
Miami game definitely made yards on the ground against
everyone on the team take a Miami.
long look at themselves and
"They are a good team,"
figure out what had gone said
linebacker
lohn
wrong
Haneline. "They can run the
"|The Miami loss] humbled ball very well, and they've
us a little bit, because we've got some great skill at the
been riding high all season offensive positions. We've
with a couple big wins," said just got to get the game plan
quarterback Tyler Sheehan. and prepare for them."

Management Inc.

22-20

to give yourself a chance to win."
he said.
This season might have similar
results as '06 and '07. The Falcons
are coming off a 3-13 conference
season and their leading scorer
graduated. But now the offense
won't revolve around one person
as it did witli Martin Samarco.
The nine returning letter-winners that occupy Mi's roster will
have opportunities to contribute
on offense.
"Everyone is confident in each
other," Clements said. "Weil
make the extra pass a lot more."
They've only had five team
practices up to this point, so there
are still a lot of question marks for

SOCCER
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 21 - l:4Bpm
BBSU ICE ARENA

Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg.com
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South Florida will keep their
perfect season hopes alive with
the easy victory ovei the Scarlet
Knights

South Florida 54. Rutgers 7
20-22 (cumulative)

the team. But Orr has a positive
attitude about what he can start
to build in this
season.
"We're just trying to lay a foundation and we'll take as many
wins as we can get," he said.

2007-08 Outlook
BG preseason ranking: The
Falcons were picked to finish
sixth in the MAC East
The front runners: Kent State
was picked to finish atop the
East division, but only narrowly
beat out Miami (OH) in the
voting.

"We weren't
mentally in to it, and

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

Don't miss your opportunity to take the ice with the 2007-08
BGSU Hockey Team. Admission is FREE, and festivities
will include a 60-minute open skate with the players, to be
followed by a sit-down team autograph session.

Kentucky 58. Florida 55

15 shots to Michigan's 17. The we kept making silly
Wolverines, who just dropped
out of the national top 25 this mistakes that we got
week, would have been the
third ranked opponent BG
punished for."
has faced this year, joining
then No. 19 Ohio State and
then No. 24 Michigan State Cameron Hepple | Soccer player
— both of which ended in a
1-0 loss for the Falcons.
The Falcons will face yet
Hepple said Michigan was another ranked opponent
good, but certainly beatable.
tomorrow when they hit the
"I just thought they were
road to take on the No. 23
really organized," Hepple Akron Zips for the team's final
said.
regular season road game
"If we had come out play- of the year. They will then
ing how we did in the sec- return home on Oct. 24 to
ond half, it would've been a face the University of Detroit
totally different game, and as part of a three game home
I'm pretty sure we would've
stand to cap off the regular
won," he said.
season.

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units

SKATE WITH THE FALCOMS

BG 24. Kent State 20
Sorry Spartan fans, but OSU v
dominate this game.

Michigan keeps rolling leading
Remember when Hart Henne
up to that OSU game when they and Long all came back to win
whoop up on the No. 1 Buckeyes that national title and beat OSU?
How's that turning out so far?
Michigan II, Illinois 17
Michigan 28. Ilinois 31

MEN

LOG

BG Golfer

OSU 48. MS U 28
future...
OSU36.MSU30
Both teams match up well with
Two words: Go Blue.
each other, but I'm giving the
streaking Wolverines the slightest
edge here.
Michigan 35. Illinois 21
Michigan 35, Illinois 54

OSU24.MSU21

FOOTBALL

The Falcons are looking to get back in the win
column when they travel to Kent State this
Saturday on 88.1 FM WBGU. Listen to the
Ziggy Zoomba's Pregame show at 3 pm

BRIAN SZABELSKI
Web Editor

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK

SPORTS
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Torre will not return to Yankees next season
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — After all he had
accomplished — four World
Series titles, 12 straight years
in the playoffs, almost certain
entry into the Mall of Fame
— and after all the indignities,
this was one |oe Torre wasn't
going to stand for.
I le wasn't going to take a pay
cut from the New York Yankees,
no matter that he still would
have been the highest-paid
manager in baseball, and he
certainly wasn't going to prove
himself all over again.
Torre walked away yesterday,
turning down a S5 million, oneyear contract — $2.5 million
less than he made this season, when the Yankees failed
SETHWEMG
AP PHOTO
to make it past the first round
THAT'S ALL FOLKS: Joe Torre will not manage the Yankees next season
of the playoffs for the third
a news conference for Friday.
it all since 2000.
straight year.
Torre tooka morning flight to He indicated last week that he
"A difficult day." general manager Brian Cashman said. "He Tampa, ITa., to meet for an hour might be interested in managwith Steinbrenner, his sons and ing elsewhere.
will always be a Yankee."
New York's offer included
Bench coach Don Mattingly team management. Torre lisis the leading contender to tened to the offer and said it $3 million in bonuses if the
replace Torre. Yankees broad- wasn't acceptable. They shook Yankees reached next year's
caster loe Glrardl, the NL hands and Torre headed home. World Series and an SB million
Torre declined to speak to option for 2009 that would have
Manager of the Year with
Florida in 2006, is another top a group of reporters gathered become guaranteed if New York
contender. Tony la Russa and outside his house in suburban won the Al. pennant.
Torre just completed a $19.2
Bobby Valentine also could be Harrison. His wife, Ali, arrived
a few minutes later and said million, three-year contract.
considered.
Most Yankees fans could see their time in New York had The Chicago Cubs' Lou Piniella
was the second-highest paid
been fun.
this day coming.
"It's always difficult to say manager at $3.5 million.
After losing the first two play"Under this offer, he would
off games to Cleveland, owner goodbye," she said, "but there's
continue to be the highestGeorge Steinbrenner said he always hello."
The 67-year-old Torre, who paid manager in Major league
didn't think Torre would he
asked back if the Yankeesdidn't made the playoffs in every year Baseball," team president
advance. New York hasn't won with the Yankees, scheduled Randy l.evinesaid. "We thought

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

that we need to go to a performance-based model, having
nothing to do with loe Torre's
character, integrity or ability.
We just think it's important to
motivate people."
It appeared to be an offer
designed to be rejected. Scott
Boras, the agent for Yankees
star Alex Rodriguez, said players would have interpreted
an acceptance by Torre as
weakness.
"It is difficult, near impossible, to accept a salary cut,"
Boras said. "Successful people can afford their principles.
They understand if they accept
the position, there is a great
risk the message to all under
him is dissatisfaction."
Torre called Cashman
on Tuesday and asked to
meet with the 77-year-old
Steinbrenner and the owners'
sons, I Ial and Hank, who have
taken an increased role in the
recent month. They spent an
hour together, and then Torre
was gone.
Steinbrenner let his sons do
the talking.
"The objective of the Yankees
since the '20s has been to win
the championship every year,
just as the objective of (Vince)
I nmli.iii.li with the Packers
was or (Bill) Belichick and the
Patriots," Hank said. "None of
us think we can win the championship every year, but that's
the goal. Period."
Torre led the Yankees to 10
AI. East titles, but they haven't
reached the World Series since
2003.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Sudoku puzzles /or FREE.
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Palmer apologizes to teammates for outbursts during season's bad start
By Jo. Kay
Thi Associated P'ess

DAVID K0HI

AP PH0I0

Not that anyone blames him. "I have lost my cool a
Hie Pro Bowl MVP has vented
his anger in the last two games, coup|e 0f timeS, and
~
CINCINNATI — Carson Palmer something quite out of character
is sorry.
forthelaid-backquarterbackfrom I aDoloOIZe for that "
Sorry that he blew up at receiver (alifomia. A1-4 start will do that.
Chad Johnson for running the
"I think evervbodv's a little bit on
wrong route. Sorry that he's lost edge around here," Palmer said. Larson Palmer | Bengals UB
his cool during the Cincinnati "We have boards in the offensive
Bengals' awful start. Sony that and defensive rooms, and every there, you're just naturally on
his easygoing temperament has time you look up at them and see edge because you have such high
failed him on the field.
our production and our record expectations.

"I have lost my cool a couple
of times, and I apologize for that
I'll try to contain myself and be
calm."
Usually, Palmer is the club's
voice of reason duri i lg tough t i i nes.
When things go Ixul, he acknowledges the problems and act epls
a bigger share of the blame than
necessary. When teammates
squabble, he tries to restore the
peace.

TICKED OFF: Carson Palmer apologized lor getting angry at teammates during games

jtpmam

Browns players feel like
playoffs are possible
dead serious.
"We definitely feel we can make
t he playoffs." wide receiver Braykin
lidwards said 'That's ultimately
our goal."
And win shouldn't it be? With
a favorable scheduk" ahead, the
Browns. 3-3 at their bye week, are
positioned to make a nin at the
AFC's postseason for just the second time since their 1999 expansion rebirth.
An ambitious goal for sure, but
an attainable one for the rapidly
Improving Browns, who were 1-5
and going nowhere at this time
last season.
AMYSANCETTA
». ■ ■-.
Running back lamal Lewis, one
PLAYOFFS?: The Browns are confident
of Cleveland's impact free-agent
and are optimistic about a playoff run.
signings, senses a team coming
together.
By Tom Withers
"It's not just that playoff feel, but
The Associated Press
we're doing things the right way
right now and we're not taking
CLIiVFLAND — As if this on-any- steps backward," said Lewis, who
given-Sunday-or-Monday-night missed the past two games with a
NFL season wasn't wacky enough, foot injury he described as "nothcheckout this bit of craziness:The ing serious."
Cleveland Browns are talking
"If we c«in keep moving forward
playoffs.
and keep doing what we're doing
Play-offs?
and improve on what we've been
Believe it, all you |im Mora doing wrong I think we can go that
sound-a-likes. The Browns are (playoff) route. It's within reach."
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Lost hiker found alive
By Tort. Bre-n

The Daily Crossword Fix
'

•

I

■

CHARLESTON, W.Va. — An
autistic hiker lost in the wilderness for four days has been
found alive and reunited with
his family, a spokesman for
the search effort said yesterday
afternoon.
Spokesman Chris Stadelman
provided few details on lacob
Allen's condition hut said the
IH-year-old was found hy a
team of nine searchers in the
Moncmgahcla National forest.
"The family is all together," he
said. "As soon as they heard the
report he was alive and doing
fairly well, the) gathered in a
prayer circle,"
The Inter-Mountain newspaper reported that Allen wastaken

heard the report he was alive and doing
fairly well, they gathered in a prayer circle."
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him tt) come to them for candy
bars, ice cream and other food.
Allen had no food or water
with him, but Stadelman had
said there were natural water
sources in the search area,
which consists of about 10
square miles of often steep and
brush-covered terrain.
Overnight
temperatures
dropped to as low as 38 degrees
on the nights Allen was missing.
He was wearing hiking boots,
a long-sleeved T-shirt, a wind
jacket and wind pants.

■'

'

■

Chris Stadelman | Spokesman for the Search Effort
to Davis Memorial Hospital, hut
,i spokeswoman for the hospital
declined to comment.
"I think the whole state's
relieved," said Utra Ramsburg.
spokeswoman for Gov. loe
Manchin. who visited the Allen
family Wednesday night. "We're
all relieved for him and his
family."
Allen wandered away from
his parents Sunday afternoon.
Hundreds of volunteers and
trained professionals had been
combing the woods, calling for

P^r"°

brought to you by

"The family is all together. As soon as they

The Associated Press
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ACROSS

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
27
28
31
33
35
36
41
42
43
46

■

Scottish headland
Slyly wed
Memorable times
1952 Olympics host
Fable lesson
Star in Lyra
Three-card monte, e.g.
Noodles at the bar
Miley Cyrus series
Kia model
Gen. Pershmg's outfit
Impost
Montgomery of jazz
Gillette shaver
Vituperate
Protect
Meter insert
Eagles classic
"Das Kapital" writer
Full of holes
Sanctioned
Hamilton bills

47
50
51
53
55
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21

Empty seat
Getaway
Some pass patterns
Sleep: pref.
Strongly worded
Fertile soil
Roughly
Port city on the Ganges
Click beetle
Bayh or Hunter
Connection
_ Khan IV
Morose
Free from danger
"_ and the Night

25
26
29
30
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40

Et . (and others)
Lucy Lawless role
Harvest
Diwy up
TiVo predecessors
Erotic
Ominous
Wellness grps.
Acorn yielders
Workout leaders
Lunt's partner
Water bird: var.

Does wrong
Really loathe
Stun guns
Lower-limb jewelry
Crows
Outline
Doorway sides
Working in a mess?
Bygone Russian ruler
Expressions of deligh
Night flyer
Luau serving

Visitors"

Keyboard key
Program paid for by FICA
Notes of scales
Mexican-American music
John Wayne movie
Unrestricted hunting period
forme and Tillis
Job to do
Brave southpaw
Writer Harte
Speech imperfection
Short-and-sweet
Fast fliers' tetters
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISHN€LLO*S
203N.Moin ^Jg***
352-5166
$5.75 Minimum

CHRIS SHDflMMt I IHE PASSONS ADVOCATE
IN SEARCH OF: Volunteers and trained rescuers get instructions before searching for 18-year-old missing hiker. Jacob Allen, on Monday

Just say no to selling to Iran or Syria
Israeli leader asks Russian leader to support sanctions against Iran
By Mansur Mirovalcv
The Associated Press

MOSCOW — Israeli Prime
Minister lihud Oltnert pressed
Russian President Vladimir
Putin yesterday to support new
sanctions against Iran over its
nuclear activities and urged
Russia not to sell arms to Iran
or Syria.
Olmerl's
brief,
abruptly
announced visit came days
after Putin traveled to Iran
and met with its president,

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, who
has publicly called for Israel's
demise. During the trip, Putin
vowed to support Iran's pursuit
of nuclear energy and warned
"outside forces" — an apparent
reference to the U.S. — against
attacking Tehran.
In a three-hour meeting with
Putin, Olmert "expressed his
opinion that effect he sanctions
by all the international community would have the potential to stop Iran pursuing the
nuclear path." said Miri F.isin,
the Israeli prime minister's
spokeswoman.
Russia has resisted further
U.N. sanctions against Iran
over its refusal to halt uranium
enrichment and other activities
that Israel and the U.S. say are
aimed at developing nuclear
weapons. Iran insists its nuclear
program is for energy production alone.

I'isen said Olmert's visit was

MOSHE MILNER

HUGS NOT NUKES: Russian President Vladimir Putm. right, shakes hands with Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert during their meeting at the Kremlin in Moscow yesterday.
scheduled several days ago, but
it was announced only after
Putin returned from Iran.
As he and Olmert sat down
for talks, Putin acknowledged
the Israeli leader's dismay over
Iran's nuclear program and
promised to discuss his meetings in Tehran.
"We know how concerned
you are about the situation surrounding the Iranian [nuclear
program I," said Putin, the first
Kremlin leader to visit Iran
since 1943. "I am ready to share
the results of my visit."
Olmert expressed eagerness
"to hear from you about the
results of your trip to Iran and
talk about other concerns."
The Kremlin later released
a brief statement saying that
Putin, at Olmert's request,
briefed t he Israeli leader on "the

main results of his recent visit
to Tehran."
Putin sought to assuage both
Iran and the West during his
trip, a delicate balancing act
reflecting his reach for global
influence and desire to preserve warm ties with a Middle
Eastern ally without angering
Washington.
By rejecting Iranian pressure
to set a firm startup date for
a nuclear power plant Russia
is building in Iran. Putin signaled that he was using
Moscow's levers of influence
to nudge Tehran toward cooperation with the international
community.
But I'utinalso warned against
attacking Iran, a boost to a
country that has fell increasingly isolated and fearful of a
U.S. attack.

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Not snakes
on a plane,
it's a snake
on a toilet
\IU YORK (API-There was
no I lalloween bogeyman in the
closet for one Brooklyn woman
— just a 7-foot-long python in
her toilet.
Nadege Itrunacci was washing her hands in her bathroom
before dawn Monday when she
glanced back and saw the slithering serpent peeking out from
her toilet, most of its body hidden in the pipes.
"I turned on the light and
screamed," Brunacci, 38, told
the New York Daily News. "It
still makes my heari race."
Brunacci slammed down
the lid. put a heavy box on top
of the toilet and began calling for help, which came from
her landlord and firefighters.
Plumbers had lo tear apart the
downstairs neighbor's pipes to
capture the snake, she said.
It's unclear how ihe snake
made its way into the pipes.
Brunacci, a restaurateur,
says she gave the snake lo a
friend who keeps it as a pel and
named il after her.
Brunacci says she started
using her daughter's training
toiletafterthescareinherlhirdfloor apartment And when she
brushes her teeth, she said, "I'm
looking over my shoulder."
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Campus Events
MSA Presents:Guest Speaker
"Overview ol Islam and Muslim
Culture" presented by Dr. Soraya
Orady. Friday 10/19 - 7:00pm. Union 314. 'Relreshments will be
provided'

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to 5300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Beel up your resume! Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo. Three positions available $8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll
work with your schedule. Please call
Scolt at 419-824-5819
Bistro Wasabi hiring servers, bussers & hostesses Apply in person,
3150 Chappel Or Levis Commons.
Perrysburg OH 43551
Child Care Providers/Teachers
Discovery Kingdom is accepting applications lor child care providers/
teachers. Experience prelerred wilh
a background in early childhood education. Resumes and applications
are being accepted Monday through
Friday 10am to 3pm Contact: Misty
Dimick. Director Discovery Kingdom
1069 Klolz Rd Bowling Green OH
43402 419-728-7014

1V? Blocks From Campus
—
Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
I Bedrooms: Irom $435

t

m, Pell Welcome
0* Ste Laundry
Prtvete Entrance/Patio
Short Term Leatea Aval

419-353-7715

You Light Up my Life $29.95
The defcghtful arrangement of colorful Gerbera Daisies is accented
with few ophc lights • what fun1
Falling For You $24.95
Fall flowers in a bright orange pumpkai basket
a great way to say you care & add a toucfi of Ihe season
You Art Unique $16.95
This unique arrangement of Daisies and Queen Annes Lace
is wrapped up in colorful tulle and tucked into a clear vase

N

Help Wanted
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub com
Music Experience Educator
Discovery Kingdom is currently seeking an individual to develop and
teach bi-monthly music class. The
program is lor children ages 6 weeks
through 5 years Resumes and applications are being accepted Monday
through Friday 10am to 3pm Contact Misty Dimick Director Discovery Kingdom. 1069 Klotz Rd Bowling Green OH 43402 419-728-7014
Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary Must be 18 years old
419-332-2279 after 8 pm
Wanted: Mary/Mitch Popprns
It you want this choice position.
Have a cheery disposition
Rosy cheeks, no warts!
Play games, all son.
Hurry, Nanny! Many thanks.
Sincerely, Spencer & Isaac Rogers
Monday & Tuesday mornings
6 30AM • 8 30AM
earle®lindlay edu 503-730-1776
Yoko Japanese Restaurant now hiring servers & hostesses at line
Japanese restaurant Flex hrs only
15 mm Irom BG Apply in person
419-893-2290. 465 W. Dussel Dr
Maumee OH

For Rent
" Avail now Rooms. $225 mo. 4
bdrm tree internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325
08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail.
See CartyRentals com
S5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
3 bdrm house S apt. on Manville
next lo water tower
419-352-5239
A house to share, garage & yard
Grad student or older, non-smoker,
on campus. $500 mo 419-352-9999
Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third SI.
Call 419-354-9740
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25* TV. Free wireless internet.
Call 419-352-1520

IvywowL i

From Only $490!
VAJIUTY SQUAHt
AMUTHIWi

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
pisanellos.com

Wt HAVE LOTS MORE FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM
SO GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY

165 South Main - Downtown BG

Downtown apt.. 2 bdrms w/ balcony
Available immediately $550 ♦ utll.
Call 419-494-4677.
Female rmte. wanted. Great house,
1 min. walk to campus, own rm., W/
D, internet. DAV. GD, 3 bath, garage
419-353-7374.
Furn. room, TV, freedom ol house.
W/D. clean & quiet $300 mo. $100
dep. No other bills 419-354-6117,
Larry.
Very nice house, legal for 7 Avail
Aug '08. 1/2 blk. Irom Founders.
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442.

mmm
GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
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419-382-7S81

in

352-0717 • 445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412 • www.greenbriarreiilals.rnin

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24'"
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